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THE GERMAN OF FRIEDRICH BODENSTEDT. 

If you must suffer without fault, 
In manliness your heart exalt; 
Howe'er it may be vexed with grief, 
The day will come you'll find relief. 
But if your own fault caused the pain, 
Naught but atonement ‘Il peace regain; 
Nor luck, nor joy, to you ’ll draw near 
Till you've atoned with heart sincere. 
Naught in the world that shines or blooms 
Delights the man whom conscience glooms ; 
If in the heart no sunshine gleams, 
From outward source no light e’er streams. 
If through life you would safely go, 
Both others and self prove and know; 
Each man others will fain deceive; 
Himself more gladly, I believe. 
Be not old in your youthful years; 
Bloom while May-time’s sun careers ; 
Better be young when the head's gray 
Than éoo shrewd before the meet day. 
The young wise man’s a fool when old; 
Before its time no flower ‘Il unfold; 
If the must 's not well fermented 
None with the wine ’Il be contented. 

Next to dullness, vulgar roughness | 
The good man’s heart most depresses ; | 
In the highest social circles 
Too often it appears and swells. 

If some of you my wisdom chide, 
Still I well know that it’s all tried; 

tand usefulness will transform many a flirt into 
; an energetic, sensible citizen. There will be 

TRANSLATED FOR THE COMMONWEALTH FROM | occupation for each according to circumstances, 
If married, 

our sister will have a comprehensive interest in 
the affairs of her companion, and often be able 
to carry along the family when death or disas- 
ter blights her prospects and deprives her of a 

If single, she can engage in whatever 
fits her, and so be an independent person, either 
jor her own maintenance or the advancement of 
those innumerable enterprises which are a drain 

The professions 
will be within her reach, and art and science 

temperament and qualifications. 

helper. 

upon strength and ability. 

invite her to their labor and its compensations. 

seize the causes of existing wrongs. Charity 
will be a human service, but not a mania. 
effort will be to raise and inspire self-respect. 
The humblest tare will be preferable to donated 
bread and palatial homes. 

With existing examples and expanding public 
opinion we have everything to hope for the fu- 
ture of the race. There is to be no insuperable 
antagonism of sex. The more loyal the more 
blessed we shall be. We shall drop into our 
niches and do service in our day, mutual as- 
sistants in the broad or narrow pathways. Let 
us see to it that we sow fair seed which shall 
germinate and add to the universal store! 

Youth and Age. 
—oe— 

WRITTEN FOR THE COMMONWEALTH. 

The spring-tide trees for blossom, 

Life, experience, long since proved 
What I have here in verse approved. | 

For that which I in feeble tone, 
To you in verse and rhyme have shown, | 
Is an ccho of the pure good 
I've lung enjoyed in my best mood. 

S Tk. 

Onward, not Backward! 
If one could stand upon an eminence and, 

without the eye of faith, behold all the diverg- 
ing and converging lines of individual activities, 
he would tremble for anticipated collisions, and 
see naught but direst confusion. But through- 
out there runs the white line of unity. and 
everywhere is perceptible that marvel of mar- 
vels, the balance of forces. There is room for 
great and small, and in the grand cosmos the 
tiniest as well as the mightiest has its needed 

Changes come gradually, and so create 
no serious inconvenience. The basin of the | 
Ganges is being lowered at the rate of a foot in! 
twenty-three hundred years; about the average 
rate of equatorial regions. If the computation 
is right, it will be in order, and scarcely per- 
ceptible to the generations. Pianets wheel into 
line and surprise us with the countless richness 
of the starry vault; but neither jostles the | 
other; their orbits are distinet, and seasons, | 
exact to a fraction, prevent any interference. | 
The network and harmony are of divine ar- | 
rangement. 

In the quiet of domicile, laboratory or work- 
shop, heads devise and hands work out schemes. 
They come to their birth, are accepted, super- 
sede old methods, and assume a lodgment until 

The telephone is 

place. 

ousted by a bolder genius. 
revealing its secrets, and is another power in 

The world | 
is coming to be a whispering-gallery. We nod | 
to our antipodes, bid good-morning to those on | 
the fr&nfers, join in neighborly chorus or song, 
and fill the air with silent communications, | 
We wish and prophesy, and ere we can wink | 
both are reality. How we have longed to see | 
the Art-Museum open on the le sure day of the 
populace, when lo! the announcement comes 
that the doors will be ajar from March Ist. As 
good sermons will be there preached in the af- 

In- 

the group as fascinating as curious. 

ternoon as in the churches in the morning. 
deed, worshippers may be sent thither for many | 
an illustration. The intelNigent of all classes | 
will find food and refreshment, an aid in their | 
studies, a glimpse of art-treasures, and mach 
outside their daily routine. The latter is im- 
perative, but we would spice it with wholesome | 
condiments, and add zest to necessity. 

Woman-suffrage meetings have become ac- 
knowledged assemblies, and are treated with 
respect and increasing sympathy. With their 
transactions cn our tables it is curious to go 
back to one Agnolo Pandofini, in the year of | 
grace 1400. He common-sense 
directions for ruling one’s self and family. His | 
ideas of economy are wise and worthy of imita- 

leaves many 

Our bodies, souls and time he calls our 
own. When asked how he preserved the soul 
to God, he said: **Intwo ways. One is, to keep | 
my heart light, nor ever disturb it with anger, 

tion. 

hate or any covetousness, because the pure and 
simple soul is always pleasing to God. The 
other method is to restrain myself as much as I 
can from ever doing anything upon which I 
have a doubt whether it is correct or evil, or 
which I may repent of having done.” 

“And you think this enough ?” 
“T believe itis; since [have always understood 

that those things which are genuine and true are | 
also clear and comprehensible in themselves, 
and therefor@”ought to be done; but the con- 
trary are ever found to be entangled in per- 
plexity and ambiguity by some pleasure or de- 
sire, by some corrapt intention, and therefore 

Follow the light; flee from 
our actions is in our 

should be avoided. 
darkness. The light of 
truth and goodness, which extend and grow 
with our well-doing, with our worth, reputation 
and name. Nothing is more dark in the life of 
man thad ill-doing, fear, error, infamy; nothing 
so gracious is virtue, excellence and bounty.” 

Work, exercise and cleanliness are the chief 
He 

yuntey, but advises them to bring up 
poiats which he impresses upon his sons. 
loves the ¢ 
their chiliren in the city; for no one can judge 
what vices are who does not know them, as no 
one can e-timate sound who has not heard that 
sound, nor can criticise either the instrument 
or the player. 

When he comes to the other sex he observes: 
“Tho 
firm, 
of enemies and every accident, than that of the 

mind of the man is more robust, more 
more constant to support every opposition 

woman; therefore it ill becomes him to give his 
attention to foolish housewifish cares, which are 
beneath his notice, and which come within her 
region. He who does not hate these little fe- 
male affairs shows that it would not annoy him 
to be called awoman. Every wife should know 
how to cook and prepare the best dishes, and to 

Thus, she will never be taken 
lo honor to her husband, and 

teach others. 
unawares,* but 
win for him much kindness and many friends.” 
He warned his bride at the outset, when he laid 
down his rules, not to read his books or even 
glance at his seribblings, because women who 
search too much into things which belong to 
men cannot do so without raising a suspicion 

“Those 
husbands,” he continues, ‘‘enrage me who take 
counsel with their wives, and cannot keep any 

that men occupy their minds too much. 

secret in their own bosoms.” 
After telling how he cured his spouse of 

painting her face on occasions, as then the 
tashion, he recommended gentleness, as women 
‘are thus more easily mastered than with se- 
verity. 

These facts, which we learn from the ‘‘Makers 
of Florence,” prove how very deep-rooted was 
the idea of inferiority in one-half the race, and 
how much contest there will still be before co- 
equality will be the universal concession. Still, 
it will come to pass, and joint partnership be 
the rule and not the exception. Responsibility 

| est antiquity. 
ion, and religion was law, as it will be again in 

(the inevitable revolutions of human thought. 

For bud and promise of gain, 
For leaf and sweetest of fragrance, 

And dewdrops sparkling rain; 
For song of sweet birds singing, 

And flutter of gladsome wings, 
And homes in high boughs swinging, 
When young love coos and sings; 

For joyousness like morning, 
For freedom free as seas, 

For daylight all adorning, 
* And coming like the breeze ; 
The spring of I fe for loveness, 

The spring of life so fair, 
The spring of love for doveness, 

And sweets of summer air! 

The winter snows for whiteness, 
That wrap the old earth warm, 

For quiet peace in quietness, 
And loss of wild alarm; 

For sense of nearing heaven, 
As round the gray clouds lie, 

And touch of angel leaven, 
From nearness of the sky; 

For song of life awaking 
And death of deathly things, 

The old in new life breaking, 
With joy the new life brings; 

The winter thus fur whiteness, 
For death destroying death, 

For breaking forth of brightness, 
And breathing angel breath. 

Wiciram Brenton. 

COMMUNICATIONS. 

| The writers alone, in this department, are to be held 
responsible for the sentiments advanced.]} 

“God in the Constitution.” 
Epitor COMMONWEALTH :—Since you 80 good- 

naturedly give place to this discussion, I beg to 
add a postcript, having no reference, however, to 
the strictures of a correspondent, for the reason 
that there can be no issue between a statement 

| of fact and a matter of feeling or prejudice; as 
well as because the giving as a quotation words 
which were not used is not a legitimate mode 
of argument. 

That this question belongs exclusively to the 
domain of law there is no doubt whatever; but, 
if it is controverted, it must be on legal grounds. 
I should be very glad to see such a controversy. 
Nor does the position rest upon the precedents 
of Christian nations alone; indeed, it scarcely 
rests with them at all. Under the Roman law, 

‘the civil magistracy acknowledged its binding 
| force and insisted upon its necessity even more 
emphatically than the moderns do. If we go 
further back, the idea is traceable to the remot- 

Law, inits incipiency, was relig- 

But law, starting from religion, has never ignored 
it, and never can, without impairing its own 
validity. The most that has happened has been 
that the law, by reason of a growing and a com- 

| plex civilization, has necessarily become morc 
\ciril; while religion, the chief support of law, 
has become more religious. This, however, is 
not a permanent state of facts; for as the spirit 
of litigation subsides, under the influence of re- 
ligion, the one will at last merge into the other. 
At any rate, the one is so utterly dependent 
upon the other that a denial of the one is 
equivalent to the denial of both. 

Let it be understood, moreover, that consti- 
tutional law is not a thing of arbitrary or ca- 
pricious formation. Our national compact was 
the first of the kind in modern times; and, im- 
perfect though it will ever be, yet it contains, inf 
its every word, matter which is a compendium 
of the wisdom of the ages. Constitutional law 
is to be recognized so far as it is founded in the 
eternal fitness of things; that is to say, as it 
is founded in nature; which is only a modified 
expression of the law of God. Its origin being 
thus established, a confession of the dependence 
of the creature upon the Creator would be wise, 
to say the least, unless the aforesaid creature 
should somehow discover that there is no such 
dependence. But the folly of such an attempt 
would speedily overtake him. We have already 
tried our hand at establishing arbitrary lines, and 
the result is seen in a gigantic war, and in the 
endless entanglements of our State and national 
administrative systems. Thus we have come to 
recognize the higher law through much tribu- 
lation, and we are to-day wrestling witha minor 
phase of it, in what we are pleased to call extra 
constitutional law, in a contingency so persist- 
ant and imperious that it demands our acqui- | ence that does away with the necessity of making | 
escence under the penalty of national disrup- | the years only a position-bridge to matrimony. | 
tion and disgrace. 

It may be alleged that this is, after all, a very | an indication of real esthetic progress. Here- | 
human proceeding, in which Jews and Greeks 
might participate with equal success. Unfor- 
tunately the facts do not. sustain it. There is 
no example of an atheistic community having 
any but a transitory and miserable existence. 
While, as to the Jews, they have survived the 
disasters of time, and, from the present outlook, 
they will continue to survive to at last give the 
law to the world. Or, if we take the nations of 
the earth as now existing, those of them that 
are most eminently Christian are also the most 
eminently law-abiding and prosperous, the freest 
and most enlightened, the most industrious and 
most progressive. 

And here let me say that it is presumabdle that 
every government represents its aggregate in- | 
telligence, not its ignorance; and that it will 
magnify its virtues, not its vices. Fools there 
may be, but who would expect to hear of them 
in the legislation of a great people? Knaves 
there may de, but only to be consigned to their 
native oblivion. But the recognition of any 
such in the fundamental law would consign us 
to the merited contempt of mankind. Yet, as cabinet store furnishes material at small cost, | 
I understand, they are the chief objectors to the 
proposed amendment, on the ground that it wil! 
be a restraint of their liberty! Verily. great is 
Mahomet, and Momas is his prophet! Sotvs. 

Of George Dawson it is said that he hated 
theology and botany, but loved religion and 
flowers. 

Political economy will attract, and help her to 

Her 

CORRESPONDENUVE. 

From St. Louis. 
SPECIAL TO THE COMMONWEALTH. 

Sr. Louis, Jan. 29, 1877. 
A COSMOPOLITAN CITY. 

of the cosmopolitan air that characterizes Wash- 
ington. All nations are represented in the tour- 
ists who pass through or sojourn in the city. 
The ‘‘Lindell” registers each day guests from 
transatlantic countries—Mexico, South America 
and Cuba, which localities seem quite near and 
neighborly to us. The Spanish language is not 
rare here, many scholars in our city making its 
study a specialty. One Spanish paper, a com- 
mercial journal, is published in St. Louis, and 
our periodicals number their Mexican exchanges 
with as keen an appreciation as those in our 
own tongue. The street-life of St. Louis is 
varied and wholly distinct from that of Eastern 
or Northern cities. There is the freedom of 
the South, the quaint, picturesque element of 
the old Moorish towns, and the predominating 
German influence tends to infuse much of the 
hearty life of European cities. Saturday after- 
noons are given over to a general gala-time, and 
the principal thoroughfares present a holiday 
appearance. From the high-bred lady of Grand 
avenue or Lucas place to the demi-monde of 
cross streets, or the foreign emigrants, all 
throng the promenades, the parks, the drives, 
the market-places; and at the more elegant of 
the German beer-gardens many of our first 
citizens go to listen to music of Strauss or 
Weber, and watch the quaint presentations of 
life of the motley crowds therein. Of far 
greater importance has been the German influ- 
ence upon the thought-life of a certain circle in 
St. Louis. Mr. Brockmeyer, the translator of 
‘*Hegei’s Logic,” is one of our citizens, ard, 
being an enthusiast in Kantian study, has been 
a strong power in establishing the school of 
German speculative philosophy, at whose head, 
by virtue of his preéminence as a thinker, 
stands Dr. Harris. This school of thought is 
beginning to exert a tidal-wave of influence 
over the great West, which has always failed 
to appreciate Dr. Harris as the higher-cultured 
East has done. 

LECTURES OF DR. HARRIS. 
Dr. Harris, as University Professor of the 

Philosophy of Edueation at Washington Uni- 
versity, has delivered from time to time leztures 
bearing upon the educational needs, and Major 
Merwin, who has collected and published these, 
tells me these papers, so rich in thought, so 
potent for good, have for eight years lain un- | 
called for in his office ti'l the present, when, all 
at once, there is a simultaneous upspringing of 
demand for them. 

OUR SOCIAL EVENINGS 
in St. Louis are as variously spent as the peo- 
ple who pass them. Lovers of the drama com- 
plain it has no theater, which is partly true, 
though De Bar’s opera house is a neat structure 
of more than passable fitness; but for a large 
arena the Chamber of Commerce is pressed 
into service; a magnificent hall it is, too, but | 
adapted rather to its normal use or to political | 
eloquence than to artistic entertainments. The | 
Mercantile Library Hall has just inaugurated 
a fine pipe-organ, whose rich strains almost 
transport one to Music Hall; but ah! it is not 
Boston—a fact one vividly realizes. It is said 
of the different cities that Boston asks, ‘*What 
do you know?” Philadelphia, ‘‘Who is your 
grandfather?” New York, ‘‘How much are you 
worth?” but Washington only questions, ‘Can 
you dance the German?” The average St. 
Louisian only asks his fraternal associate, 
‘“‘What will you take?” Even among ladies 
the beer-sipping practice is somewhat preva- 
lent, as “it is so healthful.” The intellectual 
life of a municipality so mixed es this cannot | 
be, as a whole, strong or pure, yet there are | 
many social circles whose refined culture rivals 
that of Eastern cities. Mrs. Major Merwin, to 
whom I have before referred as one of our 
finest ladies, entertains a little circle of friends 
evenings in her beautiful parlor—a leafy-green, 
fern-adorned novk, where it always seems sum 

readings from the German philosophers, the 
hours flow by ‘‘on golden wings.” Ags a varia- 
tion from Kantian philosophy, or the clear, pure 
thought of Fichte, we had, the other evening, 
Whipple’s review of ‘Daniel Deronda.” We 
unanimously pronounced it one of the finest 
things ever written. It is as if Mr. Whipple 
placed a microscope over the book and invited 
his audience to gaze upon it. Beauties of in- 
tricate artistic design hitherto unsuspected are 
revealed. If ‘George Eliot” is a star in the 
literary world, Mr. Whipple's last critique is the 
telescope through which is revealed her won- 
derfal brillianey to the world. 

WOOD-CARVING FOR WOMEN. 
The average woman is the problem of the 

nineteenth century, there-are so many girls, 
fine, sweet, noble young women, too, who yet 
are not especially strong on any one point of 
science, art or literature. They are too high 
and thoughtful to be satisfied with the outward 
life of ordinary home and society, and still do 
not possess that divine flame of genius which 

life. 
within them. They have a high, though some- 
what vague, ideal of a ‘nobler life that once 
seemed possible,” but just how to transmute the 
white, shining marble of enduring results they 
know not. To every thoughtful girl comes this 
critical period, when in some glorified vision 
she sees before her the woman she had dreamed, 
the woman she expected to become. The day 

ness of womanhood; when she realizes the 
crudities and incompleteness pardonable in the 
girl are unpardonable in the woman; and now, 
unless a strong purpose is 4érs, she will lapse 

| into an automatic womgafiood. Every new field 
of labor opened to w6man is a pledge of a higher 
life for her; of safety, growth and an independ- 

The interest now wakening in decorative art is 

tofore we have been absorbed in mechanical 
rather than artistic advancement. We have in- 

| vented much but adorned little, and in the art 
of household architecture and decoration we 

The Swiss peasant carves his chalet into a mir- 
acle of beauty, and the influence of European 

| decorative art is largely increased by the inter- 
mingling of the nations at the centennial expo- 
sition. The future of wood-carving lies not in 

|mere toys and ornaments, but in furniture, 
| panelling, carnices, etc., and then, finely-fin- 
| ished, would find ready sale in all opulent towns. 
| Miss Halsey, of the Cincinnati School of De- 
sign, is now instructing a class of ladies in 
| wood-carving in our city, and information from 
| her gives the following data: First, wood-carv- 
| ing is a definite work that will command re- 
‘munerative prices. For church, library and 
parlor furniture, to cabinets, paper-holders, 
‘brackets, and other ornaments, nothing can 
|equal the artistic hand-carving. Second, the 
| outlay for the work is merely nominal. Any 

| and the tools used (designed by Mr. Pitman of 
Cincinnati) are of small expense. Third, it re- 
| turns speedy results. A term of twenty lessons, 
| costing fifteen dollars, places the average pupil | She is an active member of Mr. Frothingham’'s | 
}on & sure foundation to success in his work. 
"pase artistic ability to design is a desirable, but 
pot an indispensable, attribute of the pupil in 

St. Louis in the winter partakes to a degree 

comes when she starts to the sudden conscious- | 

are behind the humblest European dwellers. | 

wood-carving. 

ful success in life. Ewinie Littran Wuitine. 

NOTES AND COMMENTS. 

distinguished for its colorphobia. 
Gerome’s persenal appearance is peculiar. 

gray hair, and a pointed gray mustache. He is 
very thin, and is distinguished for extreme in- 
dustry, excessive irritability, and great dislike 
to visitors. 

Mrs. Caroline S. Brooks, whose model in 
butter of the ‘‘Dreaming Iolanthe” attracted so 
much attention at the centennial exhibition, is 
now at work on a new study—a head in atu re- 
lievo, and is remarkable for sweetness of ex- 
pression and beauty of finish. The butter by 
continued exposure toa uniform temperature of 
62 degrees soon acquires a solidity sufficient for 
modelling purposes. The ‘Iolanthe,” which 
was modelled in an ordinary milk-pan, is in a 
state of perfect preservation, being inclosed in 
a frame packed with ice. 

Moses Wheeler was sentenced, it will be re- 
membered, some years ago to the State Prison 
for life, being convicted of the crime of setting 
fire to a house in the night-time in Brighton. 
After eight years he was pardoned upon it being 

| made to appear that he was not guilty of the 
charge upon which he was convicted. A peti- 
tion for remuneration was presented to the Leg- 
islature, as usual, this year, and by the commitee 
on claims was referred to the Atturney-Géneral 
for his advice—who has examined the case, and 
his conclusions as reported are somevhat differ- 

| ent from what would be expected by the friends 
|of Wheeler. The evidence found by the Attor- 
ney-General makes it certain:‘to his mind that 
Wheeler not only fired the house, upon which 
charge he was convicted, but also a church. 

ham made this allusion to Emerson: ‘‘Selfhood 
dves not consist in development above or be- 
yond humanity, but in sympathy with it. Take 

ished marble. How exquisite his mind! how 
finished his taste! how delicate his spiritual 

air as he goes along the streets! 
is one of the most entirely human persons in 
the country; a patriot; a neighbor; a friend to 

causes without questioning their popularity, 
and gives his strength to any work that is work 
for humanity; a man who has no shame to be 
seen walking side-by-side with the illiterate or 
the outcast if they are seeking the welfare of 

}the common humanity which includes them 
| both.” 

They do not allow one, out at Marysville, 
Cal., to intimate they have not the best climate 
for invalids in any part of the world. One who 
‘thought he would return East gets this parting 
benediction from the Appeal of that city: ‘‘We 
heard a grumbling specimen of humanity whin- 
ing this morning while waiting for the stage. 
He had been here in the valley for some time, 
but it did not agree with him, and, besides, he | 
had to work for wages, and he was going back 
to Missouri for health! We pitied that man as 
we thought of Rosalind’s address tu the clown: 
‘Tis such fellows as you who fill the world with 
ill-favored children.’ Going back to Missouri 
for health meant going back to ‘bum’ on some 
| friends, perhaps poor parents, where the fight 
| with the world would be less manly and severe 
| than in California. Men who succeed here, or 
| in Missouri, either, are made of nature's sterner 
stuff, and do not go through the world round- 

| shouldered and pigeon-toed, and whining like a 
mer-time—and, with “‘bits of talk,” music and Petes: hyena, fretting out their existence be- 

fore arriving at man’s estate because they are 
j either too good for the place Providence has 
| dropped them into, or too lazy to work and 
mean enough to beg or sponge. Peace go with 
our carroty-haired friend! he las furnished a 
text, but given us the blues.” 

LITERARY NOTES. 

The Old Colony Memorial is giving, in serial 
form, a translation, from the German of Clem- 
entine Helm, of ‘‘Gretchen’s Joys and Sor- 

| rows,” by Miss Helen M. Dunbar, which it 
says it is ‘“‘ certain will interest all who have 
been charmed by such stories as Miss Alcott’s 
‘Little Women.’ Miss Dunbar's residence in 

| Europe peculiarly fitted her to perform the 
| work, which, at the instance of her German 
| friends, ahe undertook, and Clementine Helm, 
| the author, :oses nothing of her simple grace of 
style through Miss Dunbar’s excellent transla- 
tion.” The story is a beautiful one of domestic 

| life ia Germany, and is soon to appear in book 
| form by the Plymouth publishers, Avery & 

have on sale. 
Rev. Phillips Brooks hits the nail squarely on 

the head when he says of the ‘‘popularity” 
lof clergymen, in his Yale College lectures: 
“Tt would seem as if mere popularity to a 
|man of any independence was the driest of 
| all Dead Sea forms. There is reason why it 
‘should be so. It is the worst part of your con- 
gregation that makes itself heard in vociferous 
applause. Robertson, in one of his lectures, 
says of his friend: ‘He has lost his power, 
which was one of the greatest I ever knew ina 
minister. The people of his congregation at- 
tribute it to his loss of popularity; but it is in | 
truth the falling-off of the energy of his grasp | 
—the Capua where many a Hannibal has been 
ruined.’ Neither court nor despise popular 

| applause, but feel it as every man feels the ap- 
| proval of his fellow-men. The only way to be 
safe from the poison of men’s flattery is to be 
genuine and devoted to those same men’s good. 

_ If you only want to drag a man out of the fire, 
you will not be distracted by self conceit when 
he praises you for the tenderness of the hand.” 

| 

Miss Augusta Learned is a New York lady of 
| unusual talents and large acquirements. 
| reading has been very extensive and varied and 
| eager, and she has assimilated more than most 
‘scholars. She has written a great number of 
| stories, and her tales of country life are partic- 
| ularly good; and a half-dozen volumes of them 
| have been republished within a year or two. 
| One of her best efforts was a volume of ‘‘Talks 
| to Girls,” which is full of homely, practical sug- 
| gestions put in a very simple, pleasing style. 
| Some of her descriptions of natural scenery are 
| remarkably delicate and vivid, and many of her 
| poems are admirable. Indeed, she is charac. 
| teristically poet, with peculiar sensibility and 
| wealth of fancy, and an imagination which is 
thoroughly religious and highly spiritual. She 

| lives very quietly with an unmarried brother, and 
| avoids general society quite as much from choice 

quently met in art-galleries, for which she has 
| passionate fon Iness, in the Astor Library, whose 
| treasures of old books have a great fascination 
|to her, and at Miss Booth’s literary receptions. 

| congregation, and occasionally reads a thought- 
ful essay or playful sketch before the Fraternity, 
which is the nearest approach New York can 
make to the old Radical Ciub. 

Now let the average woman 
take possession of this dainty handicraft, and 
not rush into the high and holy work of teach- 
ing when she has no inner capability for the 
work, or starve over a sewing-machine, but 
seize the tide of a new and desirable field, and 
in @ pleasant means of self-support carve out, 
not decorations only, but also a fair and beauti- 

Two colored men applied for admission to the 
Reform Club of Worcester, and were rejected 
by a vote of 76 to 33. So Boston is not alone 

He has deep-set, large eyes, wild masses of 

In a recent sermon, the Rev. O. B. Frothing- | 

our own Emerson—that beautiful shaft of pol-— 

perceptions! how serene and self-absurbed his | 
Yet Emerson | 

the homely; a man who puts his name to good | 

Her} 

as the delicacy of her healt; but she is fre-| 

ART NOTES. 

A FAREWELL WORD ABOUT THE ART-CLUB EX- 
HIBIT. 

Balzac says to the effect that the artist's 
office is to select, condense, and show the mean- 
ing that nature is after. Similar in sentiment 
were the recent remarks of a lady from the 
country that, though you have not the real life 
of nature, its luxuriance and variety, in the 
city as in the country, yet the artists bring the 
best of it, its gems, for those who will see, while 
country people sce not these, nor in very large 
measure the wonderful luxuriance at their very 
doors. These thoughts recurred to us in con- 
nection with a little picture at the Art-Club ex- 
hibition, ‘‘Study in Mount Desert,” painted by 
George Snell. We have all heard (those who 
have not been there) with yearnings of the scen- 
ery of that famed locality; and here in minia- 
ture it is brought to usinthecity. From a sort 
of craggy swell of the beach, on which a stunted 
tree and shrubs seem to have thrust themselves, 
a long, rocky point (the rocks of a reddish hue) 
runs out into the tide. Away beyond in the 
middle distance sails out a bark, very small, but 
so distinct in details that you imagine the peo- 
ple on board, the partings, and the distant land 
whither they are bo ind; while beyond the ocean 
all along the horizon runs a long, indistinct 
coast-line of hills, a perfect miniature of those 
on that coast. 

The pencils of the artists seem to revel inthe 
marshes around Boston, as did the pen of Tho- 
reau among bogs and swamps in the country, 
bringing us their pleasant features without any 
of the disagreeable. Such is the ‘‘Landscape” 
of Mr. Vinton, a sort of marsh, or meadow, 
with cattle in the middle ground, from the lux- 
uriant growth of which a brook seems to ooze 
out ard fall into a pool in the foreground, while 
far in the distance are discerned dwellings and 
summer foliage. Quite different in tone from 
this is Miss E. A. Hall’s ‘‘Sunrise on the 
Marshes,” consisting of lovely misty effects of 
morning in the dim distance, the tine grouping 
of cattle, both those in the middle-ground and 
the larger herd in the foreground near the di- 
viding stream, the whole glowing with the rosy 
tints of morn. A charming bit of nature’s best 

his _B. Champney’s ‘‘Brook.” A pathway leads 
over a hillside; along a cool and shady autumn 
wood, beneath the tall trunks of which gurgles | 

| the brook, to leap between mossy rocks on one 
| side and a lovely wild-flower plot on the other 
| into a crystal pool in front that reflects the cool 
shadows of the trees. So full of life is the pic- 
ture, especially with the distinct outlines of dis- 

| tant mountains on the horizon, that the figure 
coming over the hill seems unneeded. But if, 

| in looking at a picture, one can appropriate the 
| artist himself, and hear his enthusiastic expla- 
| nation, the enjoyment is greatly enhanced. This 
was our privilege before Mr. DeBlois’ ‘Foggy 
| Morning on the Kiswick River,” representing a 
| lovely sheet, or basin, of water, a sort of back- 
| water from the St. John, N. B., from which it 
runs and to which it also returns. Quaint, pic- 
turesque old dwellings, soon to disappear from 
the original, surround this basin, together with 
steam-mills whose tall.chimneys and issuing 

| smoke enliven the scene, the rubbish entering 
| not to disturb the harmony of the picture, while 
| away beyond through the mist is a faint impres- 
| sion of the city St. John. 
| AT BRAINARD'S. 

We stepped in here a moment to see the famed 
| and much-lauded ‘*Yankee Doodle,” painted by 
asoldier-artist, Willard, of Ohio. Itis certainly 
a strong and striking picture—two coarse, 
brawny figures, father and son, drummer and 
fifer, and the more delicate-faced drummer-boy, 
seemingly as large as life and so full of enthusi- 
asm and activity, as they give the key-note and 
lead the imagined coming hosts. The blue, all- 
pervading battle-smoke, through which the 
floating national flag is dimly discerned, is a fit- 
ting background for such a determined trio. 
No, we did not see that picture at the Centen- 

| nial, nor would it have afforded us a moment's 
| rest, as it did the critic of the Adlantic, if we 
| had seen it. We confess toa waning patriotism 
| in these days; that is, patriotism that is meas- 
lured by enthusiasm for, and delight in, war 
| scenes and belongingsyand their inevitable re- 
| sults. Pleasant it was to turn from this scene 
| to a very small and unpretending picture on the 
| wall opposite, painted by George Wasson, a 
| voung artist of promise. It is a $hip-yard scene 
| on the Mystic River, a marsh-view also, with its 
shining pools in the foreground, while indistinct 
in the distance along the horizon stretch low, 

| swelling hills. Through the middle ground run 
| the cone-shaped hay-stacks, in seeming com- 
| pany with which the old black stagings of the 
| shipyard, possessing no beauty in themselves, 
yet with good effect in the picture, with apparent 

| self-consciousness, stand out in relief against 
| the golden sky. 
THE SEARS COLLECTION AT THE ART MUSEUM. 
As with so much enjoyment passed the half- 

| 
| 

} | { 
' 

details and motion of the ship, and the path o 
the sun’s light. 
obstacle in the reflections it produces. 

to his comprehension of its merits. 
be ashamed now to criticise it. 

dium of glass. JANE GREEN. 

LITERATURE. 

ridge & Co. 

The Herald of Health, for January, has many 
excellences in brief, among which are a ‘‘Let- 

retaining health and activity into old age; 
‘Sleep in Infancy,” and a sketch by Dr. Munk 
on ‘‘The Hygiene of Dancing,” showing that as 
at present managed itis both unhealthy and an 
exciter of the passions.—New York. 

Besides illustrations of the new Illinois asy- 

and a stone church, the American Architect, for 
the current weck, has important suggestions as 
to the Congressional library, the Brooklyn dis- 
aster, and upon the Austrian and French build- 
ing-laws—all from a professional standpoint. 

week its worth in the community of serials.— 
Boston, J. R. Osgood & Co. 

Selections from Addison and Goldsmith, for 
use in schools and classes, by Rev. Henry N. 
Hudson, being one of the pamphlet sections of 
Mr. Hudson’s text-books of prose and poetry, 
comprises fifteen passages from the former au- 
thor, and eleven of the latter, all such as are 
either familiar, or of marked merit, for the pur- 
pose contemplated in the compilation. The 
charm of these great writers of pure English 
will probably never die while the language holds 
sway; and they can never be read to disadvan- 
tage.— Boston, Ginn & Heath. 

In the Western, for February, Karl Knortz 
briefly and pleasantly reviews, not only Long- 
fellow’s ‘‘Haiwatha,” but northern and Indian 
myths generally, and Schoolcraft’s contributions 
to the subject; Mr. Snider commences with 
“King John” in reviewing Shakespeare's ‘‘His- 
torical Plays ;” and Ellen M. Mitchell has a short 
article on ‘English Characteristics.” The po- 
etry of the number is by S. T. Tucker, L. J. 
Block and S. Sterne; a continuation of the 
mythological play, ‘* Makaria.” William M. 
Bryant gives a brief review of two recent publi- 
cations, translations, of Sagas, and ‘‘Tales of the 
North.”—St. Louis. 

The February number of the new Magazine 
of American [History has an interesting sketch 
of Mount Washington and its capture, Nov. 16, 
1776, with an original map, by Edward F. De- 
lancy—quite interesting; a portraiture of Pierre 
Daille, the first Huguenot pastor of New York, 

dolphus Ritzema, of the continental army, cov- 
ering the Canada expedition of 1775-6, anda 
narrative, by De Custebelle, of the French ex- 
pedition of 1705 against St. John, N. F.; and 
many other rare papers and pertinent notes and 
queries. 
makes it very toothsome to antiquarians, and all 
investigators should welcome it.—New York, 
A. S. Barnes & Co. 

some “‘library edition” of choice novels of Wil- 
liam Black's A Princess of Thule. ‘‘Speila,” 
the ‘‘princess,” was a maiden of one of the is- 
lands on the northwest coast of Scotland—‘‘a 
girl,” as the author says in his dedication, ‘‘who 
was brave and bountiful in her love, who was 
proud and sweet and sensitive in all her ways, 
who was generous to the poor, true to her 
friends, and loyal to her own high notions of 
womanhood.” Charming descriptions are given 
of life and scenery on the islands in which the 
story is located, and the characters are drawn 
with a delicate yet unerring hand. The story 
ends well, and all readers will be delighted with 
it.—Received by Williams. 

week comprises ‘‘When all the world is young,’ 

B. Waldesk; ‘‘The Peasant’s Wedding-march,” 

ranged by Alice Hawthorne, melody by G. D. 
Wilson; ‘‘The old church-door,” solo or quar- 

hour we spent with these pictures the other day, 
we felt that wealth was often applied to worthy | 
purposes, and, what is still better, not altogether | 

ting School,” by Anker; ‘‘Forest”’ of Fontaine- | 
burns all barriers away and shapes to itself & | Doren, which A. Williams & Co., Boston, will | bleu, by Diaz; a small “Landscape,” by Dupré; | 

A possible infloresence of character stirs | i 
| ‘‘Autumn Morning,” by T'royon; ‘‘Landscape, 
by Richet; ‘River Bank,” by Corot, deliciously | 

| cool; ‘‘On the Connecticut Shore,” by Kensett, | 
a charming expanse of placid water with a few | 

| sails, a shrub-covered height, seemingly a sort | 
|of rock, and fine effects of sunlight over all; | 
On the St. John’s,” by Hunt; and ‘The First | 
| Cider,” by Duverger, a picturesque barn-inte- | 
rior with figures. The **Knitting School,” con- | 
| sisting of ten or a dozen rough but interested | 
| pupils, overlooked by a queer old dame, is al 
worthy study. We will not, however, enter 
into its decails at this time, but pass over to| 
Troyon’s lovely landscape, ‘‘not his best,” said | 

| a visitor, *‘but very good.” The land seems to 

| 

| express a level plateau, divided in the center by | 
a rippling brook, which in the foreground be- | 
low the level space seems to spread itself uncon- 

| fined over the grass. An old woman here with 
a heavy burden, accompanied by a dog, is driv- 

| ing cattle—one, two, three, four—speckled in 
black, white and—yes, we have seen that color 

| occasionally in cattle—a sort of bluish-brown. 
What shadows they cast on the shining, dewy 

| grass! and what tiny ripples from the feet of the , 
cattle in the water! One, foreshortened, is look- | 
ing round at the old woman, as though interested | 

in the burden she bears. Perhapsitis a bundle | 
|of grass. But that matters not. A sort of path | 
seems to lead up to the plateau at the right, | 
across which and along the stretch of wood an_ 

‘old horse and cart plod the silent way, bearing | 
two women in bright shawls, to market, perhaps; 
gossips they must be, they drive so leisurely, | 

| the borse’s head almost touching the ground. | 
On the other side of the plateau is a fine tree, 
the seeming monarch of all surveyed. Lovely | 
is the effect of mist in the distance, which also 

, seems imperceptibly to extend even into the fore- | 
| ground and break overhead, almost revealing | 
the morning sun. In the next room we stop a, 
moment before Meissoniers's ‘Deux Lans- | 
quenets” (two German foot-soldiers), and of | 

|course admire the finely-cut features of the | 
small figures, the fingers, the feet, and all the 

| details, as distinct as though large as life. This | 
| is said to be the distinguishing feature of the | 
‘works of this artist. We look for Turner’s| 
**Slave Ship,” and find it on an easel with a 

| 
| j 
| 

} } 
| 

| 

| glass over it. 
per it seems a ghastly tragedy, the work of a | 
madman. We reacha point at the greatest pos- 

tette song, words by Francis C. Long, music by 
Carl Richter; ‘‘ Musical Forget-me-not,” by 
Fritz Spindler; ‘‘ Ballad of the Weaver,” for 

selfishly. There are nine pictures: ‘‘The Knit- | the piano, by Edward Hoffman; and ‘All the | 

Year Round waltz,” by W. F. Sudds. 

Mrs. Ella S. Armitage, an English lady, has 
| written The Childhood of the English Nation, 
which G. P. Putnam's Sons have given an Amer- 
ican reprint. We like its spirit and method. It 
is written succinctly and attractively—such a 
work as will win the favor of the mass of general , 
readers not seeking for Jearned historica! works. 
It explains, step-by-step, the possession of the 
island, the meaning of all earlier class distinc- 
tions, monastic and ecclesiastical orders, the | 
different clans or tribes, or organizations, from | 
which sprang the beginning of English history, 
and the early feudal laws relating to lands and 
homes and governments. It leaves off where 
the standard histories begin to give full details, 
and hence is a primary book for many who will 
be tempted to go further. Much of its descrip- 
tion is picturesque. 

The Edinburg Reriew, for January, has &rti- 
cles on “Tire Authorship of the Fourth Gospel,” 

tolic age and by John. ‘Travels in the Cauca- 
| sus” points out the importance to Engiand of 
having Asia’ Minor in the hands of a power that 
is not opposed to her interest. ‘‘Mediter- 
ranean Deltas” discusses the physical changes» 
caused by the wash of rivers, particulariy those 
that flow into the Mediterranean, and which will, 
in time, convert that sea into a ‘‘vast river val- 
ley,” through which the waters of the Nile, Dan- 
ube, Po, etc., will empty into the Atlantic Ocean. 

| **New Arctic Lands” is an account of the Au- 
| stro- Hungarian expedition of 1872-74. ‘‘Life of 
William Earl of Shelburne,” ‘‘Discoveries at 
Ephesus,” ‘‘Lorenzo de Medici,” and ‘‘Turkey 

| and Russia,” are some of the other articles—all 
worthy a staudy.—New York, the Leonard Scott 
Publishing Co. 

A new “‘Leisure-Hour” volume, from Henry 
Holt & Co., New York, is entitled The Conricts 
and Their Children, by Berthold Auerbach, 
translated by Charles T. Brooks. Thirty years 
ago Aueroach wrote his ‘‘Black Forest Village 
Stories.” They have ever since ranked among 
his very best efforts. He has now written 
sequels to three of these earl‘er stories, rein- 
troducing his characters and their descendants 
under a new order of things, new influences, 

We look at it closely, very near, and new social surroundings, modifications and | 
developments. The publishers design making 
three volumes of these stories, embracing in 

But the glass is a great 
We 

| read Ruskin’s glorification of the picture, and 
| feel that time anf distance alone can bring us 

We should | 
But all who 

look at pictures ought to read what Ruskin says, 
and look at this many times in all possible light 
and distances, and without the intervening me- | 

The Trust Fund, tor January, continues its 
good work of writing intelligently and bravely | TI eecigeees 
of all forms of trust investment, and thus pre-| © compilation is by John Habberton, 
paring the public mind to distinguish between Seperenerely spree the various phases of 
shams and substance.—Boston, George D. Eld- | *" English knight, which attractively opens the 

ter from an aged clergyman” on the means of 

lum for feeble-minded youth, an artist's studio, | 

by Charles W. Baird; the journal of Col. Ru- | 

Oliver Ditson & Co.’s New Music for the, 

song, words by Charles Kingsley, music by J. 

of the songs of the Swedish Ladies’ Quartette, | 
words by Richard Penrose, music by Soderman, | 
arranged by Henry P. Keens; ‘‘Do not slam the | 
gate,” humorous song, music by F. W. Shelley; | 
‘*The Shepherd-boy,” ballad, written and ar- | 

ee | 

sible distance in the room, and a certain degree 
of truth reveals itseli to us, especially in the 

each volume the later story, 
also upon which it is based. No portion of the 

f present volume has before been published in 

work is a delightful picture of German country- 
life, with its sad and happy phases alternating, 
given with a simplicity and purity worthy of the 
highest encomium. 

Quite a charming little volume is that entitled 
Sir Roger de Coverley, which G. P. Putnam's 
Sons put into a series to be called “The Select 
British Essayists,” of which this is the first we 

| have seef. That historic old English worthy is 
here pictured by a series of papers by Budgell, 
Addison, Steele and Ticknell, which originally 
appeared in the famed Spectator, in 1711-12. 

and 

mode of life of that period. The bits of wisdom, 
| philosophy, wit and experience given are succu- 
| lene food for the genial-minded of the present 
|day. The character was originally drawn by 
| Steele, but was soon adopted by Addison, “who 
both,” as Mr. Habberton says, ‘seem carefully 
| to have endeavored to invest it with all the fail- 
| ings, though none of the vices, of an English 
squire of their time.” An index gives the sub- 

| ject of each essay, its author, and the number 
| of the original paper. 

| One more treatise on the never-ending dis- 
| cussion of finance is Gold and Debt, whick: its 
author, W. L. Fawcett, designates ‘“‘an Ameri- 

,can hand-book of finance.” It discusses the 
| dollar and other units, paper money, gold and | 

; and fall of prices, debt, precious metals, etc., | 
etc., and gives a digest of the monetary laws of 

| the United States. It has the merit to confess 
| that any theories advanced are incidental to the 
| facts given, and not the reverse, and that if 
| others, upon the same facts, should arrive at 
different conclusions, the book will be no less a 
volume of reference. This is frank and candid. 
Mr. Fawcett claims to have discovered a new 
| application of the law of proportions—national 
| revenue in each country to the amount of money 
| in use. With the aid of this rule, and the offi- 
| cial statistics of the amount of paper money in 
; each country, he arrives approximately at the 
; amount of gold and of silver in use in each 
| country in the world. The present financial 
| depression throughout the world he attributes 
| to the increasing demand for a metallic circu- 
| lating medium to make exchanges, pay interest 
| on debts, and redeem paper money. These 
| demands he thinks have increased the value of 
| the precious metals and caused the decline in 
|the values of commodities.—Chicago, S. C. 
Griggs & Co. 

Messrs. A. Williams & Co. have just published 
a remarkable work, entitled The Life and In- 

| dustrial Labors of William Wheelwright in 
| South America. It is a translation by the rela- 
| tives of Mr. Wheelwright of Senor J. B. Al- 
| berdi’s life of this enterprising and distinguished 
man, who gave steam navigation and railreads 
| to several of the South American republics and 
| incidentally developed their resources of coal 
| and supplied their cities with water and the other 
| demands of modern civilization. The Hor. 
Caleb Cushing, a townsman of Mr. W., intro- | 

| duces the work of Senor Alberdi, a distinguished | 
, diplomatist and writer on international jurispru- | 
dence of the Argentine Republic. The narra- 
tive is a glowing tribute from a cultivated Span- | 

neighboring States—a practical, energetic, in- | 
| telligent and upright son of New England. It 
| 1s unique, too, as bestowed by a man of letters, 
| of the proud Castilian race, on one who was ‘1 

| practical usefulness, the disinterested pioneer of | 
| Progress, from the prosaic North. The family | 
|add ‘‘Additional Memoranda,” supplying inci- | 
| dents in the long life of Mr. W. with which it | 
| may be supposed Mr. Alberdi was unacquainted. | 
| The adage, ‘*Peace hath her victories,” etc., was | ! 
| never better illustrated than in the career of | | 
| William Wheelwright. 

| A very interesting new book is Miss Augusta | 
Learned’s Old Tales Retold. It isa series of | 
| talks on the old Greek mythology, addressed to | 
| young people in language and with illustrations | 
| they will appreciate and enjoy, yet not the less 
interesting to adults. The author tells the story | 
and gives the rational and philosophical expla- 
nations of them. The books are, then, an at- 

| tempt to explain the phenomena of the world 
and human life in the childhood of the world, 
when fact and fancy, reason and imagination, | 
blended and were confounded with each other, 
and philosophy, poetry and religion were one. 
She has made one the most instructive and en- 
tertaining volumes on this subject that has ap- 
peared for a long time, because with a story- 
teller’s gift and a poet's imagination she has 

) identified herself so completely with the old 
Greek mind that she has been able to reproduce 
its spirit and life sympathetically rather than 

| descriptively; she gives the thing itself instead 
of an account of the thing. Moreover, her ex- 
planations are entirely materialistic. She looks 
on mythology as the child-religion of the world; 
not as a tissue of falsehood, but a pictorial fab- 

| ric of faith woven around essential but poorly 
Paganism is not so much 

} | } 

| apprehended truths. 

the making—the raw material, the unripe germs, 
out of which the world’s adult faith has come. 
It is a devout work, and, though materialistic, is 

| stance and essence of Christianity. It will be 
valued quite as much for its simple and rational 

| explanations of these old myths as for the pic- 
turesque way in which they are retold.—New 
York, Nelson & Phillips. 

One of the works designed to show that the 
Roman Catholic hierarchy is very much worse 
than anything to be expected at any time, under | 
any circumetances, from a Protestant dominat- 
ing ecclesiasticism, is that called The Papacy 
and the Citil Power, by R. W. Thompson. Its 

| adducing both external and internal evider.ce | a™gument is that the animus of ‘*Romanism” is | 
| that the fourth Gospel was written in the apos- | control of all civil government by the assertion 

= the superiority of spiritual functions, which 
are lodged in its priesthood exclusively. This 

'is supplemented by extended quotations from 
| different authors, and from bulls, encyclicals, 
lete. The work forms a complete history of 
Romanism since the time of Constantine, and 
shows a vast amount of study and_ research. 
In an appendix will be found copies of the: 

| Bishop’s oath, the ‘‘Third Article of the Pastoral 
' Letter of the Second National Council of Balti- | 
| more,” ‘The Encyclical Letter,” and the ‘Sylla- | 
bus” of Pope Pius IX. No doubt Romanism de- 
serves a very bad name for many atrocities in | 
the history of the world. We shall not dispute 
its iniquities and outrages. 
us the duty of good citizens in this country is 
to hold fast, with resolute and unrelenting pur- 
pose, to the universal toleration and exemption 
from any denominational supremacy which now 
obtains. We had about as lief be under Bishop 
eWilliams, in this diocese, as under Bishop 
Webb, or Bishop Miner, or Priest Dunn, or | 

| Priest Withrow, or any other of the “magnates 
| of the Protestant church. They all love au- 
thority over the souls and actions of men, and 
| would scourge with spiritual rods, if they had 
| the opportunity, for non-conformity. Only the 
| freedom of toleration keeps each in his place.— 
New York, Harper & Brothers; received by 

and the earlier one: 

America; hence it will be wholly a new revela- | 
tion to the majority of American readers. This | 

: ish-American to the benefactor of his own and 
The editor, John Austin Stevens, | 

antagonistic to Christianity as to Christianity in | 

| not inconsistent with a deep faith in the sub- | 

But what seems to! 

“Mr. Moody’s Man.” 

| A DISCOURSE : 
Preached in the Church of the (nity, on Sun- 

day, February 11, 1877, 
—BY— 

| Mw. J. SAVAGE. 

| Reported by J. M. W. Yerrinton.] 
| The words I have chosen as my text may be 
found in the 15th chapter of the first Letter to 
| the Corinthians, ut the 46th verse: ‘‘Howbeit, 
) that was not first which is spiritual, but that 
‘which is natural; and afterward that which is 
spiritual.” 
These words, you will notice, are broad enough 

| in their scope to take in the whole conception of 
| man, as held in modern times, from first to last, 
| indicating his beginning, the drift, and the end 
\@6ward which he is travelling. 

I have a word to say this morning before I 
| begin the main body of mv sermon. I have 
| been complimented the past week by receiving 
a large number of very abusive letters. Of 
course, I care nothing for them, for an arrow of 
that kind, if it be shot at a sensible man, never 
hits higher than the waste-basket. It is not, 
then, of those letters that I care to speak, but 
something suggested by them—a point on which 
I wish to guard myself, and wish sincerely to be 
understood, at any rate, by my friends. I have 
heard various rumors, from one source and an- 
other, that Mr. Savage was attacking or abusing 
Mr. Moody. I wish in a word to disclaim any 
such thought, idea, or purpose, and to put it, if 
I can, just as far from your minds as it is and 
always has been from my own. I have nothing 
in the world against Mr. Moody, or the evan- 
gelists, or the set of noble men who are engaged 
with him in his work—for, however mistaken we 
may believe them to be in regard to the theories 
on which they are conducting their grand enter- 
prise, it does seem to me that we ought to have 
advanced, at any rate, here in intellectual Bos- 
ton far enough by this time so that we can dis- 

Wid Archit wees then demenedes on | silver, suspensions of specie payments, the rise | tinguish between a man's honestly-held belief 
and that man’s own character. Suppose I go to 
a little child that is playing with her doll and 
try to explain to her that the doll is not alive, 
and does not go tu sleep when she lays it on its 
back so that its eyes are closed—am I attacking 
thatchild? Am J abusingthatchild? If I look 
out and see a man who has a certain set of opin- 
ious which he has undertaken to promulgate, 
and which he claims should be accepted as the 
basis of a theory of life, and it seems to me that 
those opinions are palpably false, I am not at- 
tacking him or abusing him if I set before you 
what seems to me to be the truth concerning 
those opinions. From my standpoint I am.en- 
deavoring to help him into higher thinking. I 
believe that Mr. Moody would very gladly to- 
day, in sincerity of heart, do anything he might 
to bring me to what he holds to be the truth, 
and [ honor Lim for it. In like manner I also, 

lin what I claim, however, to be equal sincer- 
ity, would do whatsoever I might to bring him 
to the truth as | holdit. There is no attacking; 
there is no personal antagonism, any way. 
One other point only: Through letters, and. 

street remarks, and reports that come to ate 
find Iam aceused even of blasphemy. And yet, 
triends, what have I done? [ have only in taint 
colors endeavored to outline and set forth that 
which the evangelical city of Boston claims sin-_ 
cerely and rightly to believe. Who is the blas- 
phemer—he who paints a picture of God and 
sets it in the heavens for the worship of men, 
or he who simply calls the attention of the peo- 
ple to it, and says: **See, here is the God that 
these men have painted”? If there be blasphe- 
my, if there be misrepresentation, if there be 
irreligion, it is in those wh» defame and mis- 
represent the God and Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, and not in him who simwply says these 
men have defamed and have misrepresented 
him. 
Now there are two or three practical results 

of the work which has been inaugurated in Bos- 
ton. In the first place, there is this intense 
arousing of religious emotion and interest all 
through the city. So far, so good.. And there 
be many who say : Because this religious interest 
is thus aroused, therefore the evangelists are 

| doing a good work, and no word should be said 
| to hinder or to oppose. But what is this relig- 
ious impalse? It is simply one of the mightiest 
forces of human nature, one of the mightest 
forces of the world. And it is just as blinda 
force as the winds unless it be guided by the 
experivnce and intelligence of the world. He 
who arouses a force may be doing a good thing 
it the force be directed into right and intelli- 

The Harpers have made one of their hand- | true representative of the homely virtues, the | gent channels; he may be doing an evil thing 
unless it be so guided. The question, then, 
simply is, whether this wind that is aroused is 
driving the ship of humanity on its right course, 
and toward its true harbor, or whether it be 
driving it on the rocks or the sands. A force 
1as no virtue in it, not even a religious force, 
unless it be rightly guided and directed by a 
higher intellicence. 
Another thing the evangelists are doing, that 

redeems them in the eyes of many, and that is, 
they are working incidentally moral reforms in 
tie hearts and the lives of many; and men say, 
‘‘Do not oppose, do not hinder this work. They 
are doing good.” In so far as they are accom- 
plishing this, I rejoice in it. I would not op- 
pose, I would not hinder, I would help them to 
the utmost extent of which Iam capable. But 
notice this tact (and this is where I wish you to 
lay the emphasis of your thought this morning) : 
this arousing of religious emotion and this 
moral reform are not the ends toward which 
they are aiming. These are merely insignificant 
| incidents and accompaniments of the grander 
| work in which they are engaged; and they would 
feel that their time, their strength, their money 
and their teaching had been thrown away if they 
yccomplished no more than the arousing of re- 
ligious interest and the production of moral re- 

|form. That toward which Mr. Moody is aim- 
ing to-day is what he calls technically ‘the con- 
version of the soul.” Nothing in this life, no 
political, moral or social reform, is of any worth 
in his eyes as compared with this other thing 
toward which he reaches; and if you could con- 

| vince him that he was only engaged in this lower 
| work—that which you count, perhaps, the high- 
est—vou would unnerve his arm and cool his 
enthusiasm, until there would be no more tab- 
ernacles, no more revivals. 

Here, then, is the point, and at this point I 
wish to stand in my discussion this morning. 
He proposes, as the grand result of the work in 
which he is engaged, to convert the souls of just 
as many people in Boston as he can. I yrant 
that souls, and bodies, too, need converting, in 
the ordinary sense of those terms. Men and 

| women are not what they ought to be; society 
in Boston is not what it ought to be; the 

| churches are not what they ouglit to be; the 
business and political life ot New England is not 
what it ought to be. God knows they are tar 

| enough from it; and God knows every true and 
loving heart would do anything and everything 
he may to bring about some higher result. But 
the question is simply here, Is the remedy that 
Mr. Moody offers one that is adequate tu pro- 
duce the result toward which he reaches? The 
whole thirg turns on this one question: What is 
man? Is he such a being as Mr. Moody repre- 
sentshimtobe? Is he insucha condition as the 
evangelists picture and setiorth? Is he related 
to God in the way that they assert? It he is, 
and God has devised this special method of cure, 
then of course we will turn to and help Mr. 
Moody in the work of salvation in which he 1 
engaged. Butin spite of the fact that he has 
said that “doubt is the most damning of all 
sins,” 1 hold myself, as a reasunable being aod 
child of God, bound to stand here, and on the 
threshold of the work to raise the question, “Is 
this true?” That is all. Is it true? Let us 
look at man as he pictures him; then let us 
look at man as he is; and then let us see if ‘‘con- 
version,” in the technical, evangelical sense of 
that word, is what humanity needs tor the cure 
of its great ailment. Men say, *‘Do not hinder 
this work. Mr. Moody is trying to make men 
better.” Suppose | am standing at the door of 

| my house, one of my children is sick inside, and 
a iran comes along and says, ‘‘Just let me in, 
and I will cure that child.” ‘Hold on!” I say; 
“what do you know about it? Do you know 
what the matter is? Do you know his condi- 
tion? Are you a skilled and trained physician, 
so that I éan safely trust so precious a thing ht 
your hands?” Would a man standing by on the 
street say, “If you love your child, dont stand 
in the way of anybody who proposes to cure 
him"? By as much as I love my child, by as 
much as I hold the case to be critical, I wiil be 
careful of all quackery; I will be careful to 
trust this precious life in the hands of no one 
who cannot bring me credentials of his skill and 
ability to treat the peculiar disease from which 
the child is suffering. Suppose you go into 

| your orchard the last of May or first of June, 
and there is a tree that is labelled, or that you 
bought for, a Summer Sweeting, and you ex- 
pected that by-and-bye you would have Summer 
Sweetings on it a8 the fruit. But you pick one 
of the apples and it is bitter, it is crude in its 
taste, it is not the delicious fruit at all which 
you were looking for. A man comes along who 
claims to be a pomologist, and he says, ‘What 
you have got + do to make this cree all Highs ie 
to eut off its branches and graft it with 

subsequent insertion, 50 cts. Business Notices, per 
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eyes i : ; d-rock and fundamental conception ; | and one inexperienced, weak, 
fruit. This is nota Summer Sweeting, and never nee hg pet 2 : ef bravery of lack of logic| man, six thousan d years ago, 

i i h t been a Summ:r Sweeting 

rien an paste of spring, and how can that leads any man to talk about atonement, and 

ou expect it is ever going to be any different subetituted righteousness, and everlasting hell, 

ay any better?” “Pardon me,” say [; ‘‘possi- , and the need of deliverance : Sig 

rs ibly, the fruitis not ripe yet. Pos- | any of these theologic means. 1 say 10 ? : ; 

ee fe ee ine is to wait and see if nature of bravery, or it is lack of logic and intelli- | more power than a — 

i, not do something for it before we apply | gence, thac leads any man gravely and earnestly | ons of a mountain-eagle, 

ban to discuss these later questions after the foun- 
iglent remedies that seem to be against | to discu 

mons hh seems a long way, I know, from | dation itself has been proved to rest on cloud. 

time of humanity, when it first be- But Mr. Moody believes, not only that go 

gan to grow; and I kaow that the fruit of this | has fallen and gotten himself into cree sate 

human life-tree of ours is in many respects very that this fall leaves him a being Lada nl = . So 

bitter to-day; but it is a question, since God Again, let me say, I have not time to discuss it, | as our forg s 

lanted the tree, since it 1s his air, his sunlight | thouzh I could prove it conclusively, it ese 

and his rain that have ministered to its growth, | to me, to the thought of any honest xa the 

it is a question whether, instead of cutting off | man is totally depraved it is not his fault—p i 

the’ branches, or cutting dowo the tree at the | helpless, at the mercy of a being little less than 

root, it is not wiser to wait and cultivate aud i 
train it a little while longer, and see what the | nothing. 

sunlight will do; whether the juices may no A 

srow sweet under the rind, and the lusciousness | ‘You can just as easily prove total goodness 

2 frui ove on the time of the | from the good deeds of the world as you can 

eS weedy prove total badness from its bad deeds.” And 

Andso, as I said, the simple question here ia, | not only is not man totally depraved, but t go 

Is the picture of human nature that Mr. Moody | as far as this: Men have held the idea, it see exe 

aints a correct one? Does it answer to the | tome, that there is in man some real existence 

facts? If it does, then he is to be encouraged 
in his work of bringing about the specific result 

nature.” 
the spring- 

way of criticism on some of my brothers that I 
love and respect, and partly by way of self-de- | fr 
fence, having followed quite another course | his foot. 

from theire, under the songentes — - 
vale wish 

ony sens, § Ronee Sot cots ate : tal, moral and spiritual structure—take him 

my subject, to the attitude of many Unitarian 
churches and papers in Boston, not in the way 
of fault-finding, but simply to plant myself in 
your thought on this one principle. If Mr. 
Moody’s picture of God, if his picture of hu- 
manity, if his picture of salvation, be the true 
one, and the one that we ought to accept as cor- 
rect, if it be grounded in fact, then the Unitarian 
churches of Boston have no business to exist 

evil anywhere. There is not anything in him 

the misuse and perversion of a good faculty, or 
by the excessive use of a good faculty. There 
is not a passion, there is not a power, there is 
not a thought, there is not an instinct, there is 

chariot of sslvaivn; eel 0 simply the misuse, the perversion, or the exag-| necessarily implies endless punishment. 

i it seems to me, no place for compromise | get ¢ at mi 
retin f “ at | evil, and there is not a crime in the long cata- 
between the position that he holds an } 
which we hold to-day. And if we be right, if 
we represent any truer conception of God and 
human nature and ‘salvation, if we represent 

perversion or the exaggeration of a virtue—not | main motive would be gone at a blow. 

development concerning these great fundamen- 
tal themes of the world, then it seems to me 

the ear of the people to stand up manfully by 
the flag of their principles, and clearly and 
earnestly represent them before the people. — 
I believed as some of the Unitarians of the city 
seem to I would not stand on this platform and 
preach to you one single Sunday longer; f 

Now, after this extended introduction, let us 
see what kind of man Mr. Moody givesus. Ile 
does nut give his whole conception of theology, 
of course, in any one sermon. You might go, 
as a good many Unitarians do, and sit and listen 
to one of his sermons, and say, ‘Mr. Moody’s | 8¥ Dns of | 

his own imaginings to be reality. 

mon.” Of course he did not. But they are all 
there, as the foundation on which he stands and 

his sermons, and you wiil find them cropping 
out, just as you find the old granite foundation 
of this earth cropping out through the soil and 
the soft, sweet grasses, here-and-there all over 
the face of his published works and speeches. 
Mr. Moody holds, in general, to the bluest of 
old-schovl blue theology, in its totality, trom 
first to last. He believes and teaches, concern- 
ing man, that, having been created upright and 
perfect, in the image of God, through the temp- 
tation of the serpent, in the Garden of Eden, 
and the eating of an apple, he fell, and with him 
fell the whole human race, bringing upon it ir- 
retrievable ruin and the cverlasting wrath and 
vengeance of Almighty God, unless delivered 
by the one only means which he represents at 
the tabernacle. 

Now, let us look, for a moment, first at the 
morality of thisconception. I must touch here, 
but I shall do so as lightly as L can to be under- 
stood, on the questions of God and of salvation, 
subjects that Lam trying as much as I can to 
keep distinct from this topic of humanity, and 
yet they interpenetrate and run into each other 
so that [ have to mingle them more or less. If 
man was created perfect and has fallen, as Mr, 
Moody represents, then whose fault is it? 
atthe mcture. Here is the Garden of Eden, in 
the first flush of its life, as it came from the 
hand of the Creator. Here is man, full-grown | secret to it all, more than any other one thing, 
in body,’ but a baby in intellect, a baby in expe- | is the search of humanity after God. Go to the 

‘neither good nor evil;” not knowing that there | into the river to be swaklowed by the crocodile, | God and heaven! 
was a devil, or a serpent that could talk. And | what is it that impels her to do that which we anoe: —— 
here a mighty and all-loving Father, who, after call crime? Her hunger for God, her desire to Horticultural Hall Lectures. 
he has created the garden and placed man in it, | find and please him that she has been taught to Peas 
leaves the fences all down to the marauder, and | be the King of the universe, and the King of} pEV. JOUN W. CHADWICK ON “SWEDENBORG.” 
Satan comes in. As Mr. Moodf, in his graphic | human souls. And so there is not a hideous, 
way says, Sutan enters upen the scene. 1 do] hateful, bloody, degraded shape that this relig- 
not know how long ie may have been there, but | ious instinct and enthusiasu: has assumed in all 
I should think it had not been more than twenty | the ages that is not a manifestation of this ever- 
minutes before the whole work of God, that he | lasting heart-bunger for God. 
had pronounced ‘very good!’ is lying in ruins. | panteth after the water brooks, so panteth my 
And so man at the start isa failure. Now, if 
God created man and placed him there, defence- | guage of David simply; it is the language to be 
less and helpless before the destroyer, whose | put into the mouth of almost every human being 
fault is it but that of the being whom they set | that has ever lived. Are such men as these, 
as a hideous idol on the throne of the universe? | groping with the best light they have, to be 
Suppose you should take your little child, just | called ‘“‘enemies of God” just because they 
able as yet to sit, not able to stand or walk, | have not found your and my conception cf him? 
and place it out in the tront-yard and leave the) As well might you say of the little child, stum- 
gate open fur some wild creature to come up| bling and falling because of his weakness and 
and devour it, and then damn the child for- | inexperience, that decause he has not succeeded 
ever to pay for it! And then the whole hu- 
man race, not simply Adam and Eve, fell. Wej walking. As well might you say of the child 
are a hundred years away from the time when | who makes a mistake in adding a long column 
all the moral force and the political virtue of | of figures, that because he is not a perfect 
this nation rose in indignant remonstrance | mathematician as yet he is an enemy to arith- 
against the idea that men were to be taxed who | metic. 
were not represented. In other words, our 
fathers contended that men who had no voice in| heart and longing eyes through the ages, and | tirely from the mother. 
the making of their conditions could not be 
justly mulcted to the extent of the smallest por- | dom, or even outside of the evangelical scheme ; 
tion of their pecuniary savings or earnings. | whose 
And yet this morality, this political morality, | Africa have not found God? Is it theirs? Is 
of our times, that, according to the newspapers, | it the fault of the millions of China that they 

that these men enthrone in the heart and in the | mously to say that God, who has created these 
head of the King of this universe. I was not in | cmldren, let them multiply by millions, and left old. 
the garden of Eden. I did not appoint Adam or | them in hopeless age long ignorance, will yet 

But, leaving aside for a moment the moral | sinners or outsiders to understand election, but 

ligion in the world has had its tradition of a 

comes out of the poetical imaginings of the poor comfort to the rest of us. And yet the | no charms. 
time. Natural, simple, noble and bewuiful as | God that Mr. Moody) preaches, for’ his own| Swedenborg was not a Newton or a Cuvier. 
poetry, but no rational man can talk of it any | glory and honor, has ¢hosen to damn the great, His theory of a seventh planet was the conven- 
longer as matter of fact. Man saw evil all majority ot men; for his honor and the praise tonal one of the schoolmen. Had he died in 
around him, and said: ‘tA good, a loving, and. of bis grace, to save a very few. Take a com- | 1745 be would have been forgotten long ago. 
an almighty God could not surely have intend- | parison, to come right down to the common, At this period he entered upon the series of re- 
ed this condition of things as permanent;” and level of all of us: Sappose a man had invented | markable psychological experiences which have 
so he imagines that he must have amade it all a new life-saving apparatus that he believed was | endeared his name to so many hearts. Previous 
right at the start, and somehow evil came in af- going to work very finely, and suppose he was | to this he had occasional dreams, visions and 
terwards. It did not occur to him that possibly, capable of blowing up a ship in mid-ocean to | strange imaginations. Several passages from 
as shown in the light of modern knowledge, see how successiul it would be, knowing that) bis journal were readin proof of this statement. 
God's plan of creation might have included be- | not more than one out of twenty or thirty of the | It was evident that he had not a sound mind in | 
ginning at the bottom and ending at the top, persons on board would get to the shore again. | a sound body. So serious was his mental ab- 
rather than beginning at the top, plunging to He is illustrating the glory of bis mercy in in- | erration that complete recovery was impossible. 
the bottom, and then climbing to the top again. | Venting the life-preserver by preparing the con- | We should not, however, consider him an im- 
All nations, I say, have had this dream of a ditions of disaster out of which the necessity for postor. A more honest man the world had 
golden age; and yet what do we find? Go_ its use arises. Play with words as much as you) never seen. He beheved he was talking with 
back of the steam and iron age, the age of our. please, talk about frce-willas muchas you please, | God and angels as truly as with mortals. The/| agement towards grander and nobler enter- 
modern civilization, ant you come to the time talk about the fall as mucli as you please, talk | dificulty was that he represented subjective fan- 
before iron was discovered—the age of bronze. about salvation as much as you please, you} Cles as concrete realities. He published books 
Back farther still, you come to the stone age, come back at last to the one source of it all, and | at his own expense and gave them away, be- 
when men were almost without the implements nothing from the first moment of eternity until | cause they found no purchasers, fully satisfied 
and machinery of our modern civilization. G»_ the close and climax of this grand drama of ¢rea-| that they were read in heaven. He read the | 
back further still, and you come to a wild, naked tion, not one single thing ever has or ever can, Bible through two or three times in the original 
barbarian, without fire, without houses, without possibly occur without, at least, God’s permis- | tongues. It he was an iconociast he was also a 
Weapons, without clothing—man verging close ston, else he is no God. sculptor, and made far better statues than those 
tothe animal. But we are not atthe end even And then Mr. Moody teaches in his repre- | which he destroyed. His God was a being of 
then, only as far as we can definitely and dis- sentation of the condition of man (and this is | infinite love, who created the world from him- 
tinctly trace. But there is no Eden anywhere. | my last point) that those of us who are not con- self. This was much better than creation out 
The Eden is simply a grand ideal ct advancing | verted — mea.ing by that, put through the/of nothing. In his Christology the common 
civilization, located like a mirage, now in the | special process of conversion which he repre- | doctrines of the trinity and vicarious atonement 
past. aow in the future, according to the direc- | sents and is working for—are doomed to a Were swept away with one fell swoop; yet in 
tion of the sensibilities and movements of the | hopeless, everlasting hell. He has not preached , one respect he was more orthodox than the or- | 
time. Itis not real, any more than a beautiful hell much, so far as I have seen, in the newspa- | thodox. His trinity consisted of love, wisdom 
dream of the night; «dream that may be a fact. pers, but his book is full ot it, and it underlies and the ‘‘at-one-ment” of the two. He taught 
sometime in the distant ages of the future, but | the urgeucy of his scheme of salvation. Again that human nature was diffused throughout the 
as yet is not a fact. | I say, as in regard to the fall and total deprav- | heavenly societies, and God himself was the 

So, I say, that Chis whole conception of man’s | ity, if we are doomed to hell, then certainly we | grand man of the universe. 
fall is false in morality, and not only unsup-| are not to blame. So faras Iam concerned, 1 | Swedenborg’s views of the Bible were quoted 
ported, but utterly disproved as matter of fact. | dare to say it to your intelligence, and ask you as heretical. He rejected several of the canon- 
And yet there is not a single point or particle | whether it be not so? If God did indeed make! ical books because they had no internal sense. : 

my eternity hang on the breath of a serpent, The other books, forming the true word, had gtowth of the business of Boston, as was the of the evangelical theology that is not built on 
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curious baby-wo- | three senses—the natural, A 
and if I can do (tial. The world was better for his attempt to) had, as a gene 

reconcile the Scriptures with advan:ing ideas. 
Origen held a similar theory of a triple 
If Christians dishonored the father, Swed 

nothing until the Spirit draw me, if the Spirit 
does not draw me, then I am left as one of those 

from this hell by | who are not elected, enmeshed in this hopeless 
lack | snare of things, in a universe where I have no 

weak dove in the tal- 
and it is adding insult 

to injury to tell me I am guilty of it all. I do 
eay—and I say it with all reverence and love— 
if God has been guilty of this crime—I say it 
deliberately, reverently, lovingly —if he has 
been guilty of such a crime, then God ought to 

in many respects. 
to God and one’s neighbor. 
way to love God except as manifested in love to 

Yet the errors of his time were too often 
reflected in his writings. He saw George II. and 
Louis XIV. in heaven, while Paul was not visible 
in the happy mansions of the blessed; nor had 
Luther and Melancthon arrived there at last ac- 

He defamed the Quakers in this world 
He was at war with all the bota- 

Should we believe Swe- 
derborg or Proctor? He used the coffee- pot so 
constantly that some supposed his inspiration 
was thus inspired. His friends should not en- 
courage intimate acquaintance with his works. 
Because they were little read they were kindly 

He was too knowing; a little igno- 
It was better to say, 

From the way people talk about hell you 
would think the Bible was full of it. Did you 
ever look through the Bible to see how much 
hell there is in it? People are very easily mis- 

infinite, while God stands looking on and does | led by the English translation because, wherever 
But man is not totally depraved. | they see the word “hell,” they think it refers to 

As Gail Hamilton has said, in her sharp way, | what they have come to understand by the word. 
But I say jto you, to-day, and there is not an in- 
telligent minister who is fit to occupy a pulpit 
in Boston who does not know, as one of the first 
principles of theologic teaching, that there is 
not one verse in the whole Old Testament, from 
the first of Genesis to the last of Malachi, 

that they call ‘‘evil;” that it is an entity; | where the word ‘‘hell” has any reference’ to 
that it is part of his make-up. _ of it — we mar _— = ro — ag bi 

is aimi » noment! Evil is not a thing. It does not| modern teaching of theology to-day. neré i 

tas bo to iene See Ta es ete Sg ong asathing. Look at so & Dissect him, | not one place in the Old Testament where the 
from the crown of his head to the sole of} word ‘“‘hell” has any reference to a place of 

Dissect him from his outer epider-|torment. It is simply a general term for ‘‘the 
mis to the innermost fibre of his structure—| world of the departed.” Go to the New Testa- 
not only his physical structure, but bis men- — eo ~~ plnennoge _— Sy Boge 

i -fore words in the Gree at are translated ‘‘hell. 

to saber, 0 0Es Bee ee ce Geaa all to pieces and analyze him through and] One is “Gehenna” and the other ‘*Hades”—in 
through, and there is not in him one particle of | almost every case the Greek word is ‘‘Hades 3 

and ‘“‘Hades” is simply the Greek translation of 
save what God put in him. And, if you will|the Hebrew word sheol, which means ‘ the 
think for a moment, it is possible for you or me| place of the departed.” Jesus himself, if you 
to do an evil thing in only two ways: either by | leave out the repetitions of the same sayings 

that are given in different gospels, uses the 
word hell just six times—no more; and, as one 
of the leading orthodox scholars of New _ 

yee .r. They are acrime; the : land has lately proved, in an elaborate essay de- 
ie eg ge agen godin thes ot take not an inclination in man that was not God-| voted to this point, there is not one single place, 

green, Speen . : created and God-given for a good end. It is|even of the six, where the use of the —_ 

; i i An 
viens of eter, f Wig: Mboe We geration of these things that make what we call} yet on this baseless fiction and fabrication this 

whole work is built, and you take away this 
logue of human wrongs that is not either the | scarecrow from the man’s belief and Mr. Moody’s 

trade and visitors to Boston. 

nists and astronomers. 

rance would be far better. 
with Montaigne, ‘What do I know?” than to 
say, with Swedenborg, ‘‘What don't I know?” 

THE COMMONWEALTH. 

_BOSTON, SATURDAY, FEB. 17, 1877 

The Electoral Commission. 
The joint high commission having decided all 

the points in the Florida case in favor of the 
Republicans, the four votes of that State have 
teen added to the Hayes and Wheeler volumn, 
not, however, without vigorous protest on the 
part of the Democratic majority of the House. 
Despite their concurrence in the selection of the 
commission, and the overwhelming majority 
they gave it in the House, they yet have virtu- 

ing a resolve with their 
full party vote, save one, that the electoral vote 
of that State belongs to Tilden. 
leading journals openly say that the commission 
is not longer to be respected. 
spread dissatisfaction among the rank and file, 
as well as leadership, of the Democratic party, 
but nowhere has it head and front more than in 

one. There is nosuch thing, then (and remem- When yn iey been discussing or es about 
: inciple - yrander intellec ber, I put the emphasis on “thing,” and mean | a subject like this in the presence of this at- 

any digher principle, 507 Se just what “thing” soci mean)—there is no such | mosphere of miasma tat sauies up fiom the 
thing in the universe as evil. Evil is a lack, it ven ge pstesigctga of the past Raced 

*f owor. j » for .|is a perversion, it is an exaggeration, it is an| almost stifled, and long to get out into Go ‘s 
that now, It ever, fe the tte Ee Ve eae Seatnersiog: it is a misuse af that which is| grand sunlight and the day of modern intelli- 

good, and that is all it is; and the devil, that] gence. Come out with me for a moment; 
If | men have invented as the personification of evil, | must not detain you more than that. But I ask 

is simply the projected imagination of man’s| you to look at man and see what he really is. 
own heart and thought. Just as one ina fever| There is not one single line in this picture 
sees faces in the air; just as one in a delirium | which I have given you to-day ei gat oe 

-netify you in sitting i sees the floor of his room covered with crawl-| pure imagination, a reminiscence of old-wor 
tonid not justity yon Mt Ne ee ase ing, hissing serpents, and sees shapeless forms Crediton that intelligence ought long ago to 

looking from the windows and walls, so man in | have shuffled off and leit behind. Look at man! 
the past, cowering and affrighted at the evil re-| What is he? Starting on the level of barbar- 
sults of his own ignorance and wrong, has seen |ism, he has climbed slowly up, by painful and 
devils in the air, heard their whispers in the | bloody experience, through the ages. He be- 
suggestions of his own thoughts, and believed| gan in the natural. a ra the | ag s03 

j ’ ad, afte s di mountain summits, that are bright with the 
esshedy pee sce es bore cents hens _ Again, Mr. Moody teaches that man is by na- | shining of God's love, catching glimpses of the 

ture at enmity with God, unreconciled, and, as | perfect city of God that shall yet be realized out 
a traitor, justly doomed to meet the wrath and] of these SS se of which wy we 

; ‘ture, the srlyi inci the punishment worthy of treason. And yet,| made, man flames up into the spiritual an 
Heimpdiestanaince sliciamempt bee, Sattayen soa oo if ae will think of 4 a moment, if you will passes on out of our sight as a child of God. 

read the history of the world, yuu will bear me| What is man? Body, passion, heart, con- 
out in this one assertion— that there is no pas- | science, intellect, spiritual aspiration and hun- 
sion of the human heart or the human life so| ger; and there is not an evil in the world that 
grand, so all-absorbing, as the passionate hunger | dues not come of his lack of experience, or of 
of humanity after God. No motive has been| some hereditary taint nut yet outgrown, that 
so mighty, so universal, so all-controlling, as| still poisons his blood or misshapes his brain; 
the desire of man to find God. Gov to a fetish | that is not the result of a lack of intelligence, 
worshipper: what does it mean that be bows|a lack of training of the will and power o! 
down to his stick or his stone or his reptile? | manly poise and balance, Only give men the 
Who is to blame for the fact that the fetish wor- | light of intellect, give them the light of train- 
shipper is ignorant; that he is amere child? Is|ing, give them the light of education, to guide 
he? Heuses the best thought, the best philoso- | them, so that they shall infaliibly know that 
phy, he can, and he feels and gropes his way | which is best, and this very accursed seltishness 
in the darkness, hunting after God, and he ac-| that we cast out as a gift of the devil shall be- 
cidentally hits upon this thing or that or an-| come the minister, the instrument, the motive- 
other that seems to him to personify this great | force of good, to propel him along the pathway 
mystery that he is seeking after, and he hugs it, | of noble doing and holy living. For you con 
foul and shapeless though it be, to his heart, | tradict yourself in the very terms of your ut- 
hungering and longing after God. Just as a|terance if you say that a man intelligently un- 
mother, bereaved of her child, or in the delirium | derstands that doing right and following God is 
of sickness--a sickness that yet Cannot quench | for his benefit, and yet he does not do it. 
her mother-love—will take the dead form, or any | man is a selfish being, as you picture him, then 
shapeless thing that she might be persuaded to | you tell him what is tor his interest, and, other 
be the image of her child, and hug it convul-| things being equal, see if he does not do it. 
sively to her loving, agonized bosom, because | This very power of self-love that, unguided, 

Look | she longs for the child. I say to-day, and [| leads us into so many errors, immoralities and 
ask you tu think of it, you may read human his- | wrongs, when guided by a grander intelligence 
tory, and you will find that the key and the] and higher civilization shall be the wind to fill 

the sails of these human hopes of ours, until 
at last we ride over the harbor-bar and land on 

rience, “knowing,” as the Bible distinctly says, | mother by the Ganges, as she throws her child | the shores of the ideal and perfect that we call 

We confess to a dislike of the aspects of the 
It is acknowledged by the warmest ad- 

vocates of the electoral commission bill that it 
is in the power of the malcontents to work in- 
calculable harm, in the realization of the results 
of the commission, if they are so disposed. 
This means that procrastination can be had in 
accepting those results, if unfavorable to their 
desires, until the result itself is wholly vitiated. 
That is, the House by refusing to take the vote 
on the admission of the returns from Louisiana 
and Oregon, as found by the commission, may 
allow the fourth of March to arrive without the 
designation of a new President. 
declare no election of President, and proceed 
to the choice of Tilden. 
be open repudiation of their own scheme, and, if 
not revolution, only so because the constitution- 
al method of selecting a President has been set 
aside by Congress. 

The vote in the Louisiana case, to be taken 
last evening (too late for announcement by us 
this week), was preliminary, upon the question 
of whether testimony should be taken or not. 
The general judgment is that the decision on 
this point really settles the whole case, as every 
substantial point, outside of those involved in 
the testimony which the Democrats offer to pro- 
duce, is covered by the commission’s decision 

Should the decision on 
this point, and as to the electoral vote, be ad- 
verse to the claims of the Democracy, we are 
prepared to see the result set aside by the fili- 
bustering of the more reckless members, even 
to the defrauding of Gov. Hayes of his oppor- 
tunity for inauguration. 

The whole history of the late presidential 
election was one of intimidation and fraud where 
necessary on thie part of the Democracy. 
the day of the general election bribery has been 
the chief resort to the same end. 
offers made in South Carolina and Louisiana, 

This, of course, would 

in the Florida case. 

Mr. Chadwick began his lecture by reading 
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spiritual and celes- | case fifty and sixty years ago, is no more to be ’ ards should be deprived of this right. A woman 
ral thing. The younger men of born on Massachusetts’ soil was a citizen of the i? : . 7 = ‘ “ 

the present day have not only to create their in- State equally with a man, and he was not know-| _ !0n- Charles A. Phelps, late pension-agent in | SUFPLEMENTARY PAREN. se a = di 
this city, has been sent as consul to Prague,| [py 9 recent series of letters to the Common- +N walle A enborg | come by hard labor, but they must risk a por- ing to any consent having been given by them 

had no respect for the other of Jesus. She | tion of the little they have if they wish to de- | to be governed by men. They were not even 
contributed nothing but his body, which was : 
dissipated before his return to heaven. 
considered the usual doctrine of the last judg- 
ment unreasonable, and taught that it had al- 

Every soul was under the do- 
minion of his ruling love, and went to its own 

His theology was a great improvemert 
His cardinal points were love 

There was no other 

velop new avenues of commerce and mercantile | reckoned as a basis for representative election ; Grant... | that has been made during the last few years, to th 
life. We have got largely into the condition of | yet the wonen are in the majority in this State.| A majority of the House Republicans rejected | both in this country and in Europe, as well in tt . : papas 
sodding-down surplus means by our wealthy in reference to the position taken by the Smith the electoral commission scheme; a majority of | the tone of public sentiment as in the practical 4 ae 
men, and consequently development of all kinds | sisters he claimed that their action would have | the Democrats supported it and secured its pas- measures resulting therefrom, in regard to this i. piel: - 
rests upon a comparatively few, wio must show | been applauded it it had happened a hundred | 84ge. Yet the latter now virtually repudiate its | subject, the importance of which is now begiu- ‘ peas 7 
all the energy that belonged to the original set- | years ago, and by a man instead of a woman. results, and threaten to make trouble if it does | ning to be more fully felt and understood than i ome oe ak 
lers of the peninsula if they would pluck suc-| Wendell Phillips followed, saying that Massa- | “ot secure Tilden’s success. In discussing the | ¢ any previous time. Two American univer- . 

chusetts had always availed herself of any new | Possibility that the final decision will be accept- | gitjes—those of Boston and Michigan—have, 
It is by reason of these disadvantageous cir- | light in social or civil affairs. She has always|ed by the Democrats the New York World | trom their foundation, recognized the just claim 

cumstances that we favor all efforts to bring | aimed to lift and improve the social and civil | boldly declares that “it is childish to expect this | 4¢ women to share in all their educational ad- 
We have many | condition of the people. The recognition asked | now of Americans.” vantages on a par with men, and we have seen 

specialties—of crockery and glass, of shoes and | for was in keeping with this custom of the past. Earl Dufferin appreciates the political situa- | that even the old conservative universities of 
The petitioners did not ask for a grant, a gift,| tion on this side the line. He took occasion | Great Britain have already discarded much of 

If we can open up | but simply a recognition. The women of the|Jately in an after-dinner speech to paint an | the narrow prejudice on the subject which had 
iden State came forward to explain to the authori-| imaginary picture of the envy with which the | existed for centuries, and have already admitted 

country, bringing fresh buyers or only casual | ties the wrong that they were suffering under. | perplexed politicians of the United States must | women to a participation in a large portion of 
He referred to the advance made by women in| look upon the serenity of Canada, and went so | their privileges and advantages. There appears 

Hence we favor all exhibitions and displays that | art and literature, upon the lyceum platform, | far as to express a fear lest an attempt should | to be good reason for anticipating that the re- 
and in all the walks of life, during the past half| be made to kidnap him and place him forcibly | strictions yet remaining will speedily be re- 
century, and argued that woman's influence in| in the disputed Presidential chair. He assured | moved, and that, while all proper precautions 
all the world’s affairs had advanced with an | his hearers that he would not be inaugurated on | wij] be retained for preserving and guarding 
equally rapid stride. The petitioners asked that | any consideration. such domestic college-training as woman's deli- 
the State lead in the direction to which the ten-|_ Qne of the papers of this city that was so | cate nature demands, she will be admitted freely 
dencies of the age are leading. He claimed | enamored of the electoral commission scheme | to her just share in all the higher instruction, 

cess from adverse circumstances. 

leather, of dry goods and textile fabrics gener- 
ally—not found elsewhere. 
hew avenues of communication with the back 

visitors, we increase the importance of the town. 

combine art and beauty with skill, and especially 
that creditably show our manufacturing and 
mechanical industry and variety. Just now the 
Mechanic Charitable Association is asking for 
rogm on the Common to hold an exhibition in 
this direction. Its request is opposed with a 
pertinacity that indicates that it is an unworthy 
object, inste: d of one that must redound to the 
credic of the city. We cannot conceive how 
citizens can offer objections to this well-guarded 
request unless they are indifferent to the con- 
siderations we above present as to the needs of 
Bo-ton at this jancture of its mercantile history. 

Prediction and Fulfilment. 
One of the wisest, as well as one of the most 

eloquent, advocates of the electoral scheme was 
Hlon. George F. Hoar, of this State. In his 
earnest speech for its adoption, on the 25th ult., 
he thus spoke :— 

It is charged that this commission is in the 
end to be made up of seven men who of course 
will decide for one party, and seven men who of 
course will decide for the other, and who must 
call in an umpire by lot, and that therefore you 
are in substance aud effect putting the decision 
of this whole matter upon chance. If this be 
true, never was a fact suv humiliating to the re- 
public confessed since it was inaugurated. Of 
the members of our national assembly, wisest and 
best selected for the gravest judicial duty ever 
imposed upon man under the constraint of this 
solemn oath, can there be found in all this Sodom 
not ten, not one, to obey any other mandate but 
that of party! But I especially repudiate this 
imputation when it rests upon those members 
of the commission who are to come from the 
Supreme Court. Itis true there is a possibility 
vf bias arising frow old. political opinions even 
there, aud this, however minute, the bill secks 
to place in exact equilibrium. But this small 
inclination, if any, willin my judgment be over- 

and betore posterity. ‘They will not consent by 

judgment. 

sion. Wait and seel 

MINOK VATTERS. 

the remarkable letter sent by Swedenborg to 
John Wesley, while the latter was attending a 

“As the heart | conference of his preachers held in London in 
February, 1771. Mr. Wesley acknowledged 

soul after thee, O God!” This is not the lan-| that he had long desired an interview with the 
Swedish seer, but considered it necessary to 
postpone the meeting until the following year, 
in consequence of a journey which Mr. Wesley 
was about to undertake. Swedenborg replied 
that it would then be too late, as he was soon to 
enter the world of spirits—a prediction subse- 
quently verified by facts. Perhaps it was as 
well that they never met, for the man of action 
and the man of thought would not have under- 

in walking the tight-rope yet he is an enemy to stood each other. Swedenborg was born on the 
29th of January, 1688, or 1689. An angel told 
him that the difference of a year was unimpor- 
tant, as time and space were nothing to the in- 
habitants of the spirit world. According to 
Swedenborg’s theory, the soul of offspring was 

Humanity has sought after God with longing ; derived from the father, while the body was ea- 
: His father was Jasper 

never disproved, hardly noticed. 
telegrams to and from Oregon, traced to ‘Til- and marched to Paris with the victorious allies. 
den's nephew, Pelton, show that that conspiracy | His promotion was rapid, and was owing quite 
to secure the one vote necessary was based on 

Patrick, Tilden’s agent at 
Portland, Oregon, telegraplis, Nov. 23, to Pel- 
ton, ‘‘Must purchase Republican elector to rec- 
ognize and act with Democrat; deposit 310,000 
to mv credit with Kountze Brothers, Wall 

Two days after the details are given of 
this scheme—$5000 for the Republican elector, 
$3000 for lawyer's fee. 
“K. for P.” (which means Kelly for Patrick— 
Kelly the U. S. Senator from Oregon) tele- 
graphs: ‘‘Deposit with Charles Dimond, 115 
Liberty street, to order of Bush & Ladd, Salem, 

Must have it Monday.” 
whose fault is it if you go outside of Christen- | Swedbord (the original family name). Ie was | grams are to the same effect—the use of money 

a man of mark, and indefatigable in his occupa- | to secure an elector, it being impossible to con- 

Two days later, again, Ss 

fault is it that the heathen of central | tion. He was the son of a copper miner, and 
gradually rose until he became bishop. While mene he Somers oe Oe the veraacy: with: 

The seized | @#gainst Napoleon he took part in several battles 

as much to his soldierly qualities as to his royal 
birth. In 1818, at twenty-one, he was General- 

Democratic elector in place of Watts, deemed not oblivious of his own advantage, he plotted 
With such arecord as this, can any are so abominably corrupt, is the very whiteness | have not heard anything about the Christian’s|to have his son ennobdled. Charles XII. re- 

of purity and piety compared with the principles | God? And yet men dare. men dare blasphe- sisted, but his sister yielded to the request in| doubt that Mr. Tilden and his agents will hesi- 
1719; when Swedenborg was thirty-one years itate at any scheme to force the success of the 

Democratic party? If there be such doubters 
it seems to us the age of credulity was neve 
more apparent than now. 

The quiet disposition of the son was in strik- 
Eve as my representative. I had no voice as to} make them suffer torture forever because of ing contrast with the busy nature of the father. 
whether they, in their ignorance and their weak- | their misfortune in not being born, trained and | The bishop claimed that no one in Sweden had 
ness, should hold in their feeble, child like, in- | reared in an evangelical church in America! written so much. He believed in communion 
experienced, baby hands the awful issues of my | And yet, along with these things, Mr. Moody | between the living and the dead, and attempted 
eternity. [lere is not ‘taxation without repre- | confronts men with the doctrine of election, | to perform miraculous cures. His touch re- 
sentation;” here is damnation without repre- | He has not preached it yet here in Boston, so | lieved a servant who complained of a painful 
sentation! And if the one, operating for a little | far as I have noticed, but he has preached it in| elbow. In his infancy and childhood the son 
time, and concerning only a tew dollars, is tyr- | Chicago, he has preached it in London, he has | manifested remarkable gifts of a spiritual na- 
anny, what language shall we use to set forth | preached it in New York, and it is a part of his|ture. Atan early age he delighted in conver- 
the other? | whole scheme. He says: I do not expect you | Sation with the clergy, and was unusually intel- | | ; ; 

| ligent. His respiration was apparently sus- | 18 trade expand, its commerce widen, and a 
question, let us come to the fact. The simplic- | we that are the elect, we thatare the children of | pended during prayer. This strange habit was | substantial, permanent reward realized as the 
ity, credulity and ignorance of these leaders at | God, can take great comfort and gladness and | continued during his subsequent visits to the | result. But Boston, at the same time, is emi- 
the tabernacle is something perfectly amazing. | consolation out of this doctrine. He says this | heavenly world.. He visited London in 1710, 
I know of nothing more astonishing, except to | is a private, personal letter that God has writ- | but was indifferent to its literary attractions. . 
see the intelligent, cultivated ministers of Boston | ten to his own children, and it is none of the | At this time he was chiefly interested in mathe- | Capital. 
standing back and endorsing such ignorant men | business of those outside whether they under- matics and mechanics. He next visited France, 
as their leaders. Why, there is nota school-boy | stand it or not; does not belong to them. || Italy and Germany. After an introduction to 
ten years of age who, if he has been properly edu-| am not caricatums, his words; I am simply | Charles XII., be was appointed assessor in the 
eated in the very rudiments of modern knowl- | freely quoting them. And yet Mr. Moody, in| coulege of mines, and the kiag endeavored to 
edge, does not know, beyond a peradventure | spite of what he would call mystery, but what! furnish a bride; but the marriage contract was 
to-day, as well as he krows the sphericity of the | common-sense calls a flat contradiction, sends | stolen by the lady’s brother, and thus the en- 
globe, and that the earth moves round the sun, | out an invitation to all men to come; and yet he; gagement ended. In 1718 he manifested his 
that man lived on the carth thousands of years | will tell you in the next breath that no man can engineering skill by transporting boats overland 
before Genesis says Eden was created, and | come-unless he is specially drawn by the Spirit, | for fourteen miles. From 1722 to 1734 he pub- 
Adam was placed in the garden “to keep it.” | and it is settled to all eternity that only the elect | lished occasional scientific works, and even 
That is the very fundamental, first principle of | can come, anyhow. And yet with this perilous | hinted at two modern hypotheses—the nebular 
ordinary, common-schoo! education. And this | Pickwickianism that men call “gospel” Mr. | theory and the correlation of forces. In 1736 
being true, the foundations of this whole old- | Moody dares to affront the common-sense of | he studied anatomy in order to discover the situ- 
school theology are taken away at one blow. | men by telling them: Here is an invitation for| ation of the human soul within the body. He 
As a matter of fact, they simply are not, and | this whole house, when I know, through private | devoted seven years to this work, until his 
cannot possibly be, true, whatever their morality | information from the councils of all eternity, spiritual sight was opened. His book, entitled 
might be. that only twenty out of the whole of you can| ‘*The Worship and Love of God,” was a poem 

And then as to the Fall. Almost every re- | be saved. It is a comforting and consoling | ot creation, full of the wildest fancies. Animals 
| doctrine, Mr. Mcody says; and if a man canj Sprang from plants; Adam from a fruit-tree. 

golden age away back in the dim ages of the | ouly get enough of the piety of such selfishness | The influence of his scientific works was insig- 
past; but you will notice that it is always so far | to enjoy it, [can imagine that it might be a com- nificant. He wrote in Latin when that language 
off that there are no distinct records of it. It | fort to a man wao is among the elect, but it is | Was-becoming obsolete, and his style possessed 

Boston Enterprise. 
Boston, no less than many a younger com- | 

munity, has within it the elements of continued 
development and marked prosperity. 
of active young business men who desire to see 

nently conservative—in its elderly men and iis 
It is hard to introduce new schemes, 

and it is often harder to draw out tlie necessary 
means to establish what in itself is to be com- sidered. The idea has spread, and blue glass 
mended as worthy. The extreme caution which | },45 become for the nonce a popular sensation. | ? 
comes with age too often and too surely domi- 
nates our capitalists. So that, to overcome the 
inertia, or positive opposition, of those 
think the old ways of establishing fortune 
enough for the present generation, requires a 
deal of pleading, if not a mathematical cer- | 
tainty that every dollar invested will return its 
fellow beyond peradventure. This quality is| 
an excellent one to conserve what has been | 
gained, but very discouraging to those of cle 
vision and active ways who wish to share 
wealth with those who have already obtained it. 

The effect of this holding back on the part of | pjeasonton’s system. Iv points out that what 
those who can aid with their capital deserving | 
enterprises is to stimulate ve 
ing smaller means in less meritorious schemes. | fact that Gen. Pleasonton’s green-house pro- 
There have been squandered in this community | 
millions of dollars in doubtful mining operations | 
—coal and copper—purely speculative enter- 
prises, which, if invested in legitimate branches, | another cause entirely. Had he erected two 
would have returned a hundred fold of profit, | 
as well as given stable branches of business to | 

We hold that these unfortunate in- 
vestments were in many instances the direct | 
consequence of failure to enlist capitalists in :et- 
ter schemes of local prosperity. 
of small means went into these speculations, in | 
too many instances, from the want of encour- 

The money sunk in copper stocks, 
alone, in this city would have subsidized steam- | 
ships to various distant ports, or developed new 
railway intercourse to various points, north and 
west, and all proved legitimate and valuable in- 
vestments. What now is possessed as a result | frage by women before the legislative commit- | ponds named there was once a pond in the lower} | enon of Sunday last, taken from the Adver- | 

of speculation is only a disheartening memory. | tee on the subject. Mr. William I. Bowditch | portion of what is now Franklin street, near tiser’s report of the following morning. Atl 

A second element of discouragement to the | appeared, he said, for nine thousand petitioners. Devonshire street, and another in the rear of; about the middle of the discourse it says: ‘At the friend. ‘‘I am glad to hear it. I always did 

young business man desirous of creating his He argued that the government received its just the Pablic Library location. g ia 

fortune is the amount of capital, made in Bos- | powers by the consent of the governed, and | Water street, as names, had some significance | fainted, and Mr. Moody said: ‘When a person 

mate business capital is locked up in trust funds. 
The great fortunes of the Lawrences, Searses, 
Shaws, and other of our mercantile princes, are | privilege in the hands of every adult citizen of 
now largely invested in national, State and city | the State. All laws restricting the use of this | 
securities, that pay a liberal interest and hazard 
no risk. Their aid in the developmeut and 

Major, and in 1840 General of Infantry. Asa] 1807, but mainly for the convenience of the | form.” presumption in the confident expectation that intimated that Lorg 
member of the Ministry of War, and as Mili- | First Church, whose parsonage was on the} The veteran anti-slavery advocate, Oliver | two years, at furthest, will sini hs culmin- stow a baronctey 
tary-Governor of the Provinces of Westphalia | southwestern corner of Chauncy and Summer | Johnson, in his Orange, N. J., Journal, incul- | ation of these measures in the full incorpora- Daily Telegraph, 
and the Rhine, he did much toward the reérgan_} streets, and the church, well remembered, ad- | cates a good lesson to later-day political writers | tion of Girton College, and some others like it graph has become 
ization of the army, and especially for that sys- | joined the parsonage. A wall of separation | when he says: ‘Our rejoicing over the election | into universities, and in the TR repeal of all its Jewish propriet 
tem of universal obligatory military service | closed the street, known on that side as Chauncy | of Mr. George F. Hoar to the Senate was tem- | the remaining ‘‘disabilities” of Hoses quoad ter, especially in hi 
which has been perfected in his own reign. In | place, and on the other as Bedford place. Look- | pered by our indignation at the abuse heaped university degrees, scholarships, and otis re- East. But there is 
1849 he superintended in person the operations | ing at the large amount of travel through that | upon Mr. Boutwell, who, we believe, is as hon- | wards of learning. Nor, as aaandlia one ladv- this report than th 
of the Prussian army for the suppression of the | street at the present time, it will be thouglit | est a man as Massachusetts ever sent to Wash- | member of Girton College has already proved of India” of Mr. 
insurrection in Baden. Since his accession to | singular that great opposition was made to vpen-| ington. As he was, like Henry Wilson, of ple- | her ability to contest successfully for first-class writer al 
the throne in 1861, at the age of sixty-four, he|ing the place because it was unnecessary, as {| beian birth and without the advantages of a col- | honors in classics and in science, does the hope This decoration is 
has conducted three wars which have been mio- | well as an annoyance to the worshippers in that | legiate education, his elevation to high places | seem at all climerical or unreasonable that old- own request, and 
mentous in their results for Germany—the war|church. Yet public convenience triumphed, | was taken as an affront by a little coterie of | fashioned, conservative Oxford and Cambridge with the services 
with Denmark, in i864, which gave Prussia a|and Chauncy place, Bedford place and Rowe} men in that State who think that no man can may, even in this generation, welcome some \ as president of 
seaboard and revived her military prestige; the} street became Chauncy street. The Baptist | possibly be fitted for a ruler without a dipioma | distinguished woman-scholar to one of their pub- ; present support OF 
war with Austria, in 1866, which expelled Aus-| church was removed from Federal street to/from Harvard or some other college. No more | lic professorships. Several years have passed : ment. Mr. Arnold 
tria from Germany and made Prussia the head| Rowe street, and the Mechanics’ Association | Ben Franklins or Roger Shermans for them! | since the writer claimed this result as.the nat- ried to the eldest di 
of the North German Confederation; the war | building was put up on another corner because} What's the use of going to college if you can- | ural and just outcome of the acknowledgment ning, formerly Unit 
with France, in 1870-71, which established the | they were retired locations; but business long | not by that means monopolize public offices and | of woman’s rights in this ficld of intellectual a lady accomplishe 
German Empire, with the King of Prussia at its | since drove one of them away, and the other is | keep uneducated men in their proper place? | competition and culture; and to-day he unhesi- A correspondent 

,| head. ae expected to follow ere long. It may be left for} But some people have found out that it is quite tatingly reaffirms the opinion then published by fers as a refutation 
Pau Dicecisnd Redens Senne we the shrewd in lnvestmpate and for the curious possible to go through college without acquiring | him: ‘‘HMaving before my mind’s eye several ’ of women to hand 

some tine since eave fall dotally of Gem, Aitead to estimate the loss in interest by allowing a lot | ag education, and equally so to gain a pretty | present occupants of chairs at the universities, following sentence 
Pleasonton’s theory of the beneficial advantages of land to lie idle for so long a period. It is fair amount of useful information outside of}and many learned ladies not there, I ean im- publican, which sj 
of rays of light transmitted through blue glass true that its value could not be very great until | such an institution ; and Massachusetts will be | agine that a most beneficial exchange might public buildings. 2 
on plants, fruits, animals and mankind. The within a few years; and if it was ever used as a | fortunate indeed if abe is always as worthily | wel be made by the substitution of the latter State prison for ¢ 
theory was first announced in a pamphlet in cow-pasture with the adjoining land there might | represented in the Senate as she has been by | tor the former.” The educational prospect for $1,000,000, and ap 

have been some profit from it. But when the! Henry Wilson and George S. Boutwell. We! women to-day is a bright and cheering one, costing only 33008 1871. Public interest, which was but languidly 
excited by the first announcement of the hy- 
pothesis, has been fairly awakened of late by 
the reproduction of the work, with voluminous - « > 5 iG } Pe f ee “1 ; additiynal data and opinions, and by the lavish Rowe, who gave name to the pasture, the street, : political and mental tyranny of the “long night Concord prison the 

* q 2 rs 4 yg ry | YS) f , - Pez notices it has received at the hands of the press. place and wharf of that name, was a well-known | COMMUNICATIONS. of ages,” has opened her noble universities un- would have coslin 
ti : é atriotic merchant preceding and during the Bee serve —whe > same li Ihe theory has been in the main favorably con- P bem oii 1 7Re writers, alone, in this department are to be held | °° servedly to women—when the same liberal argument for puttin 

as frozen Norway and slowly-movi — . econ 
and to him is attributed the suggestion, which | Paul KRevere’s Lanterns. d f ‘ y : Pi gress ee | But little adverse criticism has been brought to , é eae ey | Bi ea Oia emwe seme Tighe shane bef ee eee eneelay: aapely better work done f 

Cea Pinus Bi : was carried out, of throwing the tea overboard. rp Sage eeryaes bois feel a none of America’s universities will consent t / in t} try, per! bear upon Gen. Pleasonton’s views, either from 2 | no doubt about the lanterns being put out of the ; : o ff YE in the country, pert) 
who Wier : s ‘ Attention has recently been called to another of AEs lag behind, or to pick u dd I ? ‘ a scientific or a practical standpoint. The sen-|°. ‘ 2 : upper window of the “North Church” on Salem ’ I p and don the old worn- adapte | to its prac! 

s good} ..,; +h . . his suggestions—that of putting up the co lfish | : 2 out robe of sex-prejudice now at lengtl j ill | sation to which it has given rise has now, how- |. et Seabees inditaliee. of : | street (Mr. Frothingham to the contrary not- Cnr ; J at jength cast prison will be. 
H A ; : in the State : e of an impor- : ; : aside 1e8 : - shi - 
lever, resulted in a closer scrutiny of the new ; g ; I | withstanding). My father's parents attended, y these old European monarchies. Lockport, N. Y., ; ; .. {tant industry of the State. His residence was} "~ é In the present papers the write remedy than it would have been accorded had it ¢ Seca | with their family, that chureh; and I have heard I papers the writer proposes to introduction of enfo 
fallen mn st like the great majority of such theo on Bedford street, on the site of the building of | es os i , : give frank expression to his thoughts on topics lead off i d i a re ee 3 at those or w re ore “4 ane 
phe ed te ttl ete t be subjected to closer the Mechanics’ Association and the estate ad- aS @ a pris oa a sei oy vices likely soon to be of interest in this New ERA oF re ; ag Tua a 
sedsioation. at the hande Af plivsiolaae sol joining, recently occupied by the Second Church. st 7 dehy ee Gn h 3 i ay 0 ue WOMAN'S EDUCATION. M. A. CantTaB oe oe a xi ation ¢ @ har A hy siciz ouse or = Ss M. A. Cay * “ey a 

aE S ek pe : | ‘The street had been known as Poni street, ap- Re air Ragpeentonsiapiagea at tag) ens Sate Boston, Feb. 15, 1877. source of supply 
| scientists. Mr. Thomas Gattield, of this city, | propriately, too, strange as it may seem. The | street, in the year 1763; and when the steeple : of the plan, has carn 
| an expert in all matters of glass, in a length Bets : “ ipl commas , : 2 scribe build i ; - enginee » esti I ees g me 8 y street led from Washington street, then New- was blown down he subscribed to rebuild it as BRIEF NOTES enginver. He esti 
| communication to the 7ranscript, attacks Gien. ; | it was originally, in consequence, and in honor + she in the middle of at 

bury street, to the town watering-place, a pond | s ves ; 3 - : y a SPORES : ; : 
|in the street. This pond was represented as lof the laniern affair, although he attended the We are indebted to Gov. Rice fora copy of furnish steam throu 

| is needed to establish the superiority of blue to . . ge age +h where P vere di > Secs the Ma GQ " ies ' » had 
ntures by those hav- | 74; : sles: = | being small, but one-ninth of an acre in extent, | chanel: where Fee Rewte: am, the Second a nual for the General Court for 1877, and warm all the build 

? 4Y" | ordinary glassis comparative experiments. The ae is reputed as being the watering-place for | church. Revere lived nearly opposite us, on | to Representative Pierce for a copy of the Speech far below that at p 
stock. High street was then Cow Prete After | Charter street. Iremember when he died. My of George F. Hoar on the electoral-commission supplies of fuel. 

duced exceptionally fine grapes is of itself no; . 3 ‘ oe Sake ather had a brother that was in the ‘ ” bill. wedine:t 5a 
er: A favor of pla: ‘ai The prolific | *"™° the pond was declared to be a nuisance, | sata a t y 20 d the t i cae ae = It is a point witl See evidence avi ass. Pee * | Ce d at destroye 2 te: , »"k. sap w > < ansit. but this : | che bake Chae eh 20 Bibles oe | and was sold to the owner of the adjoining ¢s- | called, that destroye pe A sp n’s doc a riwiale . i h us to take no notice of an- transit, but this oce 

| bes te Vine g Q ‘ Rh OE : | 2N ITCHINSON. y 4 g F aaclth: Subba . encase. ¢ > ae 
| tate in 1753, in the expectation that he would | ene 5 i balbehaheey sity - P P ai epeaae cama. however interesting lowances can be " 
fill it. It was not, however, filled for many 59 Worcester Sr., Boston, Feb. 14, 1877. the topic. Will correspondents ever learn that thing is practically 

reenhouses —one lighted by blue, the other by j ; Pe cb a such is the unive . . are bournl 
at i lass, but otherwise sut saat to the caus PORTE ATONE, OF HhOEE Rve Hehe OF the Raye Mr. Moody’s Method | tors? ee cer ae ernie oe ecitaes Ga ain ass oO 4 » 1 a . | 4 es g3.- . ors > yy 4 
eee ae olutionary war. One writer states that a line : Bes Ss : Hawley and Fran 

| conditions—the results might have been worth | .. ! Eviror or Commonweattu:— While great} Pie «Protestant Epj steam from a cent 
hing f ientifi point. At) directly from Hawley street would strike the allowances may be made for the mistakes and ant &piscopal Almanac, for the . methin: » F . all » fe > ‘es % : oie Be é ee something from a scientific standpoint. ia, Winks’ Weeght Siete te weer ithe  Hiah| P y ' Year of our Lord 1877.” gives a list of Pre-ij nishedthe Transcrt 

present they are worth nothing. The same also | ee : ©" | shortcomings of the ‘‘evangelists” at the Tab-| 4 f Thi cr a cell for nut 
. . | school-house, a little westward, and it reached | ; . GIy y : | dents of the United States of America which ee eae 

|in regard to some pigs upon which experiments | ‘ ; |ernacle in view of their apparent sincerity, is | wings up thus: « Gives ms : needs 
id : 4 { near, also, the estate of Mr. Rowe. The lower P ; oe p thus: ‘Ulysses S. Grant, 1869 and : were tried as to weight. The lack of careful | . : Bae | there not some danger of treating their obvious | jg7g. y " : 

. +o . | portion of Bedford street, leading into Ciurch | Pe : 373; Rutherford B. Hayes, 1877.” Do coming It would be singu 
| comparison Vitiates the value of -the alleged im- . Y | errors, both in matter and manner, too lenient- | oyonts cast thels shad ; : 

Green, at Summer street, was known in those | ee ; ; 1eir shadows before ? have his word onevo 
| provement. | ates 43 4 - , ly? Can this community afford to encourage Bis! p f Washingt al 

: x | > was very | pay isho W Peep ae of Wz gton—alw 
Sipe se Dias tase, Ene Oath recently ®rY | the use of coarseness and brutality in the ser- P totter, of New York, in excusing that he was a good 1 yo WoMAN-SUFFRAGE aT THE State Hovse.— | narrow. 

| i gs - 5 ’ i anc a8 , - 5 | On Tuesday forenoon last the Representatives Gaheetap egies having an sie pa for — to which we refer, and as evidence of the perti- 
| Hall was densely crowded to hear the customary use. Yet there were anne Bi 3 - yi ing | nency of our interrogatory, ask your readers to 

annual arguments in favor of the right of suf- | waters than is commonly believed. esides the peruse the following extract from Mr. Moody’s | 

ton, withdrawn from active business. It is es- | that the ‘‘governed” included the class whom he fon that account. Referring again to the sub- | faints, let the ushers bear him out into the open large congregation at the Parker-Memorial 
timated that one-third, at least, of the legiti-| represerted. This, he claimed, was but a prac- ject of pastures, there are those now living’ 4. at once, so as not to disturb the meeting. ire Sunday, took for his subject “The Theo ; p 

tical construction of the constitution. The who remember a large field or pasture near!) 2 us sing “There is a fountein filled with | Of Revivals.” Me considered the present is 
‘“consent” was, in bis opinion, a right and not a Church Green, including the northerly side of 11,44* While the audience was singing the j one of sensations and frauds, and classed a 

Summer street, from pevencnive street to Fed- | pinting man was carried out.” Does not this | Present revival at the Tabernacle in the latter 
eral street—that portion of Devorshire street | 4.0m more appropriate for a butcher's shop than | Category. Moody and Sankey were welcomed 

right were but necessary regulations applicable laid out on Winthrop place.” We trust the ¢,. , place of Christian worship? | by the sentimental and ignorant, who were ever ef day. The older Ig 
alike to both sexes and all classes. He would} Courier will give us other chapters of equally | Humanity. | ready for sensations, and not by the people of ‘oo the brink of eternit 
favor extending these regulations so that drunk- interesting reminisce nces. Boston, Feb. 10, 1877. culture, whom thay auvir would veash ‘ me the sentence int 

weighted a hundred-told by the bias pressing 
them to preserve the dignity, honor and weight 
of their judicial otfice before their countrymen 

a party division to have themselves or their 
court go down in histury as incapable of the 
judicial function, in the presence of the disturb- 
ing element of partisan desire for power, in re- 
gard to the greatest cause ever brought into 

Well, anticipation has become realization, 
and what has become of the charge that the 
commission would be partisan? Vindicated by 
a partisan division of eight Republicans, and 
seven Democrats! Had David Davis been the 
fifth justice selected, as was intended, there 
would lave been cight for Tilden to seven for 
Ifayes. Because he was not selected, and be- 
cause, thereby, there are eight Republicans in- 
stead of cight Democrats, the House is pre- 
paring to repudiate the resuit of the commis- 

Katsex Wittiam.—Oa the first day of Janu- 
ary, 1807, King Frederick William IIL. of Prus- 
sia inducted his second son, William, a lad not 
ten years old, into the Prussian army as ensign. 
Napoleon's army was then in possession of Ber- 
lin, and the Prussian court had retreated for 
safety to Konigsberg. Six years later the young 
prince was in active service in the field as a 
captain, and in the memorable campaign of 1814 

ARY 17, 1877. 
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that the logic of the Declaration of Indepen- | that it thought it would be wisdom to read out | rewards and honors which those universitiesfso and Worcester 

dence compelled an admission that the right to] of the Republican party all who did not support | liberally offer to diligent and deserving students. 
vote should not be denied on account of sex. | it, has come to the humiliating confession that, | This amount of progress in Oxford and Cam-. 
He referred to the influence which money had | «careful as the framers of the bill were to guard | bridge has been the more particularly dwelt 
in politics, and urged the necessity of bringing | against the ieast possibility of failure, it has| upon because, like all other English institu- 

at its late ann 
important ten 
place for then 
done and are d 

all possible influences tv bear upon the move-| heen found that it is open to dangerous attack, | tions, the universities have ever been strongly The Jadepen 
ment which he advocated to counteract the | provided men daring and unpatriotic enough | characterized by a close and conservative ads Dr. Withrow, 
power of wealth. He called upon the legisla- | ean be found to take the responsibility.” It is|herence to old ideas and traditions, and an says it asked h 
ture to tread under foot the influences against | evident this editor was not made fora sagacious | almost obstinate slowness in accepting and the Presbytertc 
the onward movement asked for by the petition- | jeader. adopting, except after very long and careful con- the orthodox m 
ers. He believed that this new power was Hon. George F. Hoar has no such poor esti- | sideration, any new theories and plans. When, dared to preael 
needed to aid i vanci eivilizati ic ‘ Ag ES ae P ; eede aid in advancing civilization, which mate of Gov. Boutwell as some of his advo- | however, either individuals or societies of this last Presi ytert: 
RAC at ie cates perpapents to express during oak, Ponncantel conservative character do consent to move for- rH we oe us 

a thachavel of. the peslud: Bases th: Benen and contest. That gentleman writes to Gov. Bout- ward in obedience to some saa of public : stag — — 

Miss Mary E. Beede added their arguments, pre- mene genes oa sieecaaree? “* ~ ind bee tiny gue s _— papain “jie ge tc hell 
senting an effective plea to the committee. ee a iene a age CS eee S eee io seh a a 

a and that of other gentlemen by the highest and | it will, moreover, generally be found that the , principles of g 
Oup axp New Bostox.—The Sunday Cour- | PUrest motives. I supposed, until the surprise | Measures then adopted by them will be of a pondence.” 

ter indulges in some interesting reminisvences, Of ip Sent. vote, ae Tene mantras would in Lm" serene - — ee ae : The triompas 
which we reproduce: “It will hardly be cred- the end prevail with a large majority of the | the hastier and ere ee efforts pro- Salem, the othe 

ited that after two centuries and a half from the | /¢eislature, and cause bis return to a position eentine scene — ee es — Prof. Bell,-the] 
settlement of Boston there should be a vacant | Wich he has adorned with so much strength, — a — —— — -" somes wae Samy 
lot near the business center of the city, scant wisdom and integrity.” paliticsl, abounds in illustrations of this asser- Watson, his assi 

territory as it was, to be built upon for the first} Nast has seldom had a louder call, says the = ‘ Not only were the repeal of religious hear! A telephi 
time. Yet such is the fact. Many persons | Christian Register, than that given by the pero- disabilities, repeal of the corn laws, and free- transmitted ‘Au 

must have been familiar with the vacant lot, | tation of David Dudley Field’s speech on Fri- tea pieced aaeried, otter: tenants: ar- Doodle” in a ma 
adjoining the church estate at the corner of | day of last weck. When this scrupulous states- ee Syepetvion, bet ae ee wee the hall, as wa 
Bedford and Chauncy streets, but much larger | man, after a pathetic allusion to ancient frauds, eventually gave the fullest and mon complete The applause b 
in the rear on Rowe place. There has been a| held the Florida certificate high above his hon- effect to these new and liberal reforms were the f "experiments was 

slowly converted champions of the old, illiberal although twenty small temporary building on the Bedford street | ored head, saying: ‘One is almost reluctant to P . F and unjust theories! In the history of modern and Rev. Mr. Aq Hold it up to the light; it is black end of the lot, but the larger portion of it on touch it. lit | legislati hold 1 is i x “ f 2 F > Ze - i 
Rowe place has remained in its primitive state | with crime,” the country re cognized the loath- |" — egte anon = pa Oe eee Mr. Wateon, wh 
until recently: A substantial warehouse has | ing with which a pure being who has never be- more prominent place than those of the once At the Appala 

conservative Sir Robert Peel and Mr. Glad- Papas: z day aiternoon, tw 
stone; nor does any unprejudiced mind attribute 

been rising up during the winter", covering this fore had a near view of villainy shrinks from the 
read, one by Geor lot and another adjeining, running to Kingston | first sight of corruption. The puritanical Fisk ES ft ; teas 

: . . . oie sTye > > > state G a 2 
street, but having its largest frontage owe | is probahly denied the luxury of appreciative the change of Canes eminent statesmen's Views Miss M. F. Whit A g irgest frontage on Rowe y i * eatteain z ti inf t] | 
place. This primitive lot comprised about one- | 4Jmiration; but the persecuted Tweed must y res cae esp natehae pio meet Se ene on “A tripto Mo 
hird of an acre, and in laying 2 ati have wept over the newspaper which contained | “#t Of honest conviction, followed by the no and in it was info aying the foundation I pal less honest acknowled t of t for this building the trunk of a large horse- | the eloquent words of his disinterested advo- | '©* a e " nee te eee weeds what difficulties t! 
chestnut tree, several feet across, was dug up. | Cate: ey t ae 1e site order of cs tins - regard modations, paths 

: : . ; _ | to this matter of woman’s university education : ’ , 
This tree, however, is well remembered, and} Cortlandt Parker, who thoroughly investi- | _. : . Miss Whitman's 

will go steadily on to completion we are war- cult journey take 
was cut down but a few years since. It should | gated Louisiana matters, writes a long letter to 

. F . : : : ranted in concluding, not only from the import- 
be said, further, in relation to the Bedford|a friend, which was lately published in full io ' ant steps already taken in that direction, but 

man’s Ravine, ast 
the picture preset street front, that it is recollected there was a| the 7'ranscript of this city. His conclusion is F : : <n as J 3 Ss p 5 5 by the history of reform during the last twenty fain: Guide-hooll wooden building used for barracks, extending | this: “The North has made a great mistake. . 4 ; ‘ ain Guide-boo 

ie ‘ years in other parts of the English university ’ freee fe : 
from the corner of Rowe street to Kingston | It supposed that freedom and the flag was suf- : ‘ : mee Ieee Ce . ian ee ; i some system. Both Oxford and Cambridge are to- Howaato’s viata 
street, then Short street. The barracks are | ficient protection to the slave. It forgot his ig- : : ‘ owgate s plan ks 

Ree ‘ Sees >" | day vastly more liberal than they were in the rati supposed to have been in use for soldiers in the | norance, poverty, hereditary helplessness, ser- ation. 
writer’s own college days. It is a question to 
him, as to many others, whether add the altera- 
tions and reforms have tended to promote sound- 

ii : 3 eA er and higher scholarship, but there is no ques- 
pasture. It originally comprised the territory | formerly owned the voters; their ineradicable ||. F % i . a . 3 tion as tothe fact that very great improvements 
between Bedford and Essex streets, including | hatred to the nation and the flag which had in- ieee aS : : ; “ have been made in the abolishing of class or 
Rowe place. It is recorded that there was a| flicted this great insult. What the South has al- EP <s ee ee ta a ; bed b led Shak Is otill. ie tt rank distinctions, of the more narrow religious 
small pon 1@ pasture, describe y »| ways needed, ind what it needs still, i > pres- : , Srey I rake, e : 7 om Bi pists sie y ts the press | tests (while a due regard for Christianity has 
who remembers it as two-thirds of the size ot | ence of the flag and of national power through- 
the Frog po3d, supposed to have been fed by | out the entire country, held in readiness, and in 

war of 1812, and remained up to 1315, or after- | vility and lack of self-assertion. It forgot the The license-con 
wards. This lot of land was a portion of what | power of intelligence and property; the exas- 
many persons now living remember as Rowe’s | peration of the negro ballot to those who had 
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. . a revoiution wi Cc 
In these and many other important points (he > : : 

Bini . 72 : / five dollars in the 
two English universities have, during the last y 

; to a license for ru twenty years, gone on slowly, but effectively, 
reforming themselves; nor, looking to the lib- 

a i a m is shin tied said da | eral and generous cncouragement awarded in 
; : -e was opened as bli ermanently that freedom whic arge - : . y I I a public | P alee i : eh in farge seC- | the latter half of that period to the higher edu- 

thoroughfare. Chauncy place was laid out in| tions of the South is now hardly more than a 

been steadily maintained), and in the openin 

springs, and used by the boys in their winter | sufficient numbers, to give courage to the masses oe = ns sea paca > ° : 7 ie ” “* | them helps and incitements to industry an \ 
sports. So much of Chauncy street as runs|of ignorant, dependent labor, and at the same‘ 
from Bedford street to Essex street was known, | time protection for property against the natural 
probably after having been laid out through the | vices of ignorance. If a Democratic adminis- 
pasture, as Rowe street; and when the Baptist | tration rules at Washington farewell to much 
church on the corner was buiit it was called the | hope for the colored man or his white allies. If 
Rowe-street Baptist church. The name of the | a Kepublican, four years more will complete 
street was changed about twenty years ago,|the work so far done, and probably establish 

of government, a 
hundred. | It takes 
to find out that thi 

cation of woman, does there seem to be any It is a Conway J 

lars a foot it must have been concluded that it | respect for his rival, and has taken pains since 
was high time it should be improved. John | the election to give him assurance of the fact.” 

Revolution. In almost every movement of the | responsibie for the sentiments advanced.} 

and had risen in taxable value tu near five dul-| are glad to know that Mr. Hoar has the highest | more so, as yet, even in Europe than in America Mrs. Leonard, and ty ° a) Be a ait, « 
But this difference will be assuredly of but with prison manage 
short continuance. When Italy, treed from the economical as the 

course has been adopted by the universities of not usually been 
atriots his name is found on the committees, | 

himself from making a speech after the Trinity 
church dedication, the other day, tuld the story 
of the man who was always bragging of any. 
speech he made, and accordingly once to!d a 

| friend that he had just been down to Boston 
where he made a speech. “Oh, did you ?” said 
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THE COMMONWEALTH, BOSTON 

Oliver Johnson, in his Orange, N. J., Journal, |comes—‘What is the chief end of man? To 
says that “thousands of orthodox Christians, | glorify God, and enjoy Him forever.’ No gos- 

pel of dirt, teaching that men have descended 
from frogs through monkeys, can ever set that 

while still dissenting as earnestly as ever from 
most of Mr. Parker's distinctive views, are not 
ashamed to confess that his writings have been 

A dis- 
tinguished divine, pastor of an influential church 
in a New England city, told us a few years ago 
that no other writer had ever done so much to 
strengthen and clarify his faith in God as imma- 

to them a great help and inspiration. 

nent in man and nature.” 

Our friends of the Advertiser seem to have a 
They want enterprise in 

The Charitable 
Mechanics offer to assume all the cost and risk 

discontented mind. 
Boston, and they don’t wunt it. 

of an extensive exhibition of skill and art, and 
that paper does all it can to prevent it! 
Board of Trade is not able to buttonhole every 
merchant individually in the world’s marts, and 
the Advertiser does its best to show that it has 
no enterprise! Such an organ of public opin- 
ion will hard'y minister to a live community. 

The female members of the Congregational 
churches of New England, says the Christian 
Union, enjoy many more privileges in eccle- 
siastical affairs than those of previous genera- 
tions. Instances of such extension of ris:hts 
have been given lately in churches at Cambridge 
and Worcester. The church at Franklin, Muss., 
at its late annual meeting, placed ladies on an 
important temperance committee —the very 
place for them, in view of what women have 
done and are doing in this direction elsewhere. 

The Independent is not pleased with our new 
Dr. Withrow, of the Park street corner. It 
says it asked him what he meant in a letter to 
the Presbyterian which seemed to imply that of 
the orthodox ministere of Boston only afew had 
dared 'to preach evangelical doctrine. ‘In the 
last Preslyterian he in an indefinite way apolo- 
gizes for the use of unconsidered and hasty lan- 
guage, and mingles it up with such personalities 

seem to show that he has not learned the first 
principles of gentlemanly newspaper corres- 
pondence.” e 

The triumphs of the telephone continue. At 
Salem, the other evening, at a public lecture by 
Prof. Bell, the inventor, a dispatch in musical 
sounds was sent from Boston to the hall by Mr. 
Watson, his assistant, which all present could 
hear! A telephonic organ, played in Boston, 
transmitted ‘‘Auld Lang Syne” and ‘Yankee 
Doodle” in a manner perfectly audible to al! in 
the hall, as was the singing of Mr. Watson. 
The applause bestowed on the success of the 
experiments was distinctly heard by Mr. Watson, 
although twenty miles away. Rev. E. C. Bolles 
and Rev. Mr. Atwood held conversations with 
Mr. Wateon, who was in Excter place, Boston. 

At the Appalachian Mountain Club, Wednes- 
day afternoon, two quite interesting papers were 
read, one by George Dimmock, arid the other by 
Miss M. F. Whitman. Mr. Dimmock’s paper was 
on “A tripto Mount Mitchel in North Carolina,” 
and in it was information as to how to get there, 
what difficulties there were in the way, accom- 
modations, paths and modes of ascent, etc. 
Miss Whitman’s paper was a recital of a diffi- 
cult journey taken last year through Tucker- 
man’s Ravine, a storm adding to the grandeur of 
the picture presented. Osgood’s White Moun- 
tain Guide-book was pronounced remarkably 
free from errors. ‘The club will consider Capt. 
Howgate’s plan tor an Arctic colony of exple- 
ration. 

The license-commissioners of Boston, ‘in com- 
mon with other persons who have watched the 
operations of the present law in relation to the 
sale of intoxicating liquors, look upon it as 
very near a failure, and this they admit in the 
report made to the Board of Aldermen last 
Monday. No other result should have been ex- 
pected. Nothing can be licensed under a re- 
publican form of government that is not open 
o all citizens alike*that will not be a source of 

Either the 

revolution will come. A poor man, with only 

to a license for rum-selling, under our system 
of government, as the man who ean pay five 
hundred. It takes some legislators a long while 
to find out that this is not a monarchy. 

The 

aside.” 

assisted by Jonathan Edwards. The latte 

The next lecture would be a biographical sketc 

which terminated in Unitarianism. 
was competent to present both phases in an in 
teresting manner. Seven distinguished Orthe 

on Dr. Channing, but all declined, and Mr 

ted in the Orthodox belief, and afterwards be 
came a Unitarian. 
ism, as represented by Theodore Parker. 

A. Wasson. 

under natural laws. 

scientific method in religion. 

Opinion that Massachusetts would some day be 
depopulated on account of its unhealthy climate. 
We think she must have visited Boston some 
anniversary week, proverbial for east winds and 
rainy weather. The following statistics of two 
inland towns, one exposed to the ocean storms, 

opinion. The number of deaths reported in 
Givucester of persons over fifty years of age, for 
the six months ending on the 31st of December, 
1874, was thirty-three, nineteen of which were 
women; all except one were over sixty years 
of age, and four of whom were over eighty. 
Zighteen of them were married. In Deerfield, 
Mass., the number of persons living January 
Ist, 1877, who were, or would be, eighty years of 
age during the year, were thirty-seven, eighteen 
of whom were women; all were married except 
vege. In Northampton there were seventy per- 
sons living in January, 1877, seventy years old 
and upwards, thirty-four of whom were wo- 
men; all married women except four. What is 
very remarkable among the living and the dead 
above mentioned, the sexes should be so near 
in number, sixty-nine to seventy-one. Much 
has been said about the labor of rearing children 
and the cares of a married state, especially 
among farmers’ wives, as tending very much to 
shorten life. The above shows that of the 
seventy-one aged women all but six were mar- 
ried! 

BUSINESS NOTES. 

A prime article of French brandy, so difficult 
to obtain, may be had at Dingley’s, 18 Milk 
street. It is an invaluable remedy for all bowel 
coir plaints. 

Macullar, Williams & Parker are opening and 
arranging in their custom-department a choice 
selection of goods for gentlemen's wear. Spring 
is near, and the old garments must be replaced. 
Now is the opportunity to replenish at low fig- 
ures. 

E. F. Cushman admirably maintains the re- 
pute of the old house of Cushman & Brooks, 
37 Temple place, in offering bargains in ladies’ 
goods and household wear. Just now linen 
napkins, damask towels, quilts, Hamburg edg- 
ings, etc., are the specialties, all at low figures. 
We looked at those custom-made pants at $5 

at ‘“‘Oak-Hall,” the other day, and they are in- 
deed remarkable for quality and style, in view 
of the price. With such bargains specie pay- 
ments should be at hand. It is better than any- 
thing befere the war. We surely have touched 
bottom on clothing. 

After twenty-two years’ location at their ol} 
place, Messrs. Thaxter Brothers have removed 
to the newly-fitted and central store, 416 Wash- 

It is a Conway paragraph that ‘‘it has been | 
intimated that Lord Beaconsfield is about to be- | 
stow a baronctcy upon the proprietor of the | 
Daily Telegraph, Mr. Levy, because the Tele- 
graph has become Tory through the feeling of 
its Jewish proprietor for a Jewish Prime Minis- 
ter, especially in his anti-Christian policy in the 
East. But there is probably no other basis for 
this report than the decoration with the ‘'Star | 
of India” of Mr. Edwin Arnold, the chief 
writer on the staff of the Daily Telegraph. 
This decoration is the result of the Viceroy’s 
own request, and is probably more connected 
with the services Mr. Arnold once perfo:ined | 
as president of Poona College than with his | 
present support of the Beaconsfield govern- 
ment. Mr. Arnold was, a few years ago, mar- 
ried to the eldest daughter of Rev. W. H. Chan- 
ning, formerly Unitarian minister at Cincinnati, 
a lady accomplished as an artist.” | 

A correspondent of the Woman's Journal of- 
fers as a refutation of the alleged incompetency | 
of women to handle large sums of money the 
following sentence from the Springfield Re- | 
publican, which speaks of money spent upon 
public buildings. Among others it montions a 
State prison for eight hundred men, costing 
$1,000,000, and a prison for five hundred women 
costing only $300,000: “If Mrs. Chickering, 
Mrs. Leonard; and the oiher women connected 
with prison mgnagement, had not been twice as 
economical as the men who are buiiding the | 
Concord prison the women’s prison at Sherborn 
would have cost at least $650,000." Here is an 
argument for putting women in office which has 
not usually been advanced; they prove to be 
much more economical than men, and they get 
better work done for the money. There is rot 
in the country, perbaps, a public building better 
adapte | to its practical uses than the women’s 
prisen will be. 

Lockport, N. Y., was one of the pioneers in the 
introduction of entorced water, and is now about 
to lead off in an experiment for the introduction 
of heat on a kindred principle from a general 
source of supply. Mr. A. H. Holly, the projector 
of the plan, bas earned a wide reputation as a civil 
engincer. He estimates that one set of boilers 
in the middle of a tract half a mile square will | 
furnish steam through service-pipes sufficient to 
warm all the buildings in the district ata cost 
tar below that at present incurred for private 
supplies of fuel. The chief difficulty to be 
overcome is the condensation of the steam in 
transit, but this occurs at a known rate, and al- 
lowances can be accurately made. The same 
thing is practically realized now in this city. 
The square bounded by Washington, Milk, 
Hawley and Franklin streets is warmed by 
steam from a central point, and power is fur- 
nishedthe Transcript and Post for their presses, 
as well as for numerous elevators, and other 
needs. 

it would be singular, indeed, if Carlyle dida’t 
have his wordonevolution. Amanwhocouldsay 
of Washington—always calling him **George"— 
that he was a good surveyor, and knew how to 
measure timber, and that was about all, could 
hardly be expected to have a very elevated idva 
of anything new or advanced. Here is his latest 
growl: ‘‘A good sort of a mar, is this Mr. Dar- 
win, and well-meaning, but with very little in- 
tellect. Ah, it’s a sad, a terrible, thing to see 
nigh a wiole generation of men and women, 
professing to be cultivated, looking around ina 
purblind fashion ani finling no God in this 
universe. 1 suppose it is a reaction from the 
reign of cant and hollow pretense, professing to 
believe what in fact they do not believe. And 
this is what we have got todo. Ali things from 
frog-spawn; the gospel of dirt the order of the 
day. 
the brink of eternity—the more comes back to 
me the sentence in the Catechism which I learned 
when a child, and the fuller and deeper it be- 

ington street. No better opticians can be found 
anywhere, or more worthy men. They can al- 
most put sight into the blind—at ieast strengthen 
the vision of all the infirm. 

Shepard, Norwell & Co. are offering great at- 
|tractions in percales and cambrics, Gilbert's 
| celebrated blankets, and New England cheviots 
'—the latter to be opened on Monday—which 
ladies and others should heed. Their new 
fringed veils are quite a thing of beauty and 
anticipate the spring fashion. 

PERSONAL NOTES. 

Mrs. H. B. Stowe writes from Florida that 
the State ‘‘is all serene, in politics as in nature.” 
“In fact,” she says, ‘‘we are as quiet as a mill- 
pond.” 

Four rear-admirals, Smith, Alden, Wilkes 
and Bailey, have died during the present year. 
All were on the retired list, so that no vacancies 
were created and no promotions will be caused 
by their death. 

The only child of John Morrissey, the Dem- 
ocratic politician and gambler, ason twenty one | 
years of age, died at Saratoga, of consumption, 
the disease springing from his excessive smok- 
ing of cigarettes. He was a young man of very 
quiet habits, a little inclined to reserve, and 
filled with an ambition to.excel in literary pur- 

suits, which his parents warmly encouraged. 
Changarnier, the great republican general of 

France, who was born in 1793, has just died. 
He was distrusted by Louis Napoleon when 
meditating his coup d'etat, andimprisoned. He 
went into exile upon the declaration of the 
second empire, but returned in 1870, being at- 
tached to Bazaine’s army, but without active 
duties. He won his earliest honors in Algiers. 

‘He was a stern and indomitable old soldier. 

Mr. Alexander T. Smith, an internal-revenue 
storekeeper of this city, died of heart-disease 
at Natick, Monday. He was a son of the late 
Thomas P. Smith of this city, and grandson of 
the well known Ebenezer Smith, and married a 
niece of Vice-President Wilson’s wife in 186s. | 
He was thirty-three years of age, and a very 
popular man with his associates. 
voted Episcopalian, and connected with the Ma- 
sonic order. 

Mr. Conway doesn't believe that Charles 
Francis Adams declined the degree of LL. D. 
from Cambridge University, England, because 
of the insults to which those who appear to re- 
ceive degrees are subjected by t! : 
Mr. Adams, he says, may be the first American | day season. There was such a demand for the | do we see “the light that never was on sea or possessed many excellent specimens. A few Miss DAGGETT have commenced the last half-year 

land,” but land and sea that never were are be- represent the everyday life of the common peo- 
fore us in all the charm of “something rich and ple, and are described by Helbig as ‘* Roman- 

Campanian genre.” Such paintings—viz., the 
The ornamental work was all done in free forum scenes, the rude bird's-eye view of the the cultivation of good manners. Terms, $250 a year. 

to refuse an English LL. D., but not on this 
ground, for the Cambridge students have al- 
ways preserved the decorum of a Sunday con- 
gregation on such occasions. 

| Edward G. Tileston, a son of the late Otis 
Tileston (of the old dry goods house of Tiles- 

ton & Street), of this city, died on Mon lay last, 

formerly engaged in the dry goods trade, but for 
the past twelve years was the Boston agent of| retain the fac simile of his original manuscript 
the French line of steamers running between 
New York and Havre. 

and loveable. 
of the late Dr. Samuel Gregg) and two duush 
ters. His age was fifty-one. 

| This is James Redpath’s portraiture of the been made, originally appeared in the columns 
President: ‘Grant is a good listener. Assoon) of the Detroit Commercial Advertiser, nearly 
as he answers a question or ends atopic his lips | seven years ago. 
Yang together; for a match 

terrupts you. 
The older I grow—and I now stand upon | tivates international good-will by adding to the | 

(Ff any man can invent a 
more diplomatic synonym for smoking, let him 
| draw on-me at sight foracigar.) If I were a 

income of Cuba. 

At the last Horticultural Hall lecture, Rev. 
William C. Gannett, in introducing Mr. Chad- 
wick, said that one hundred and thirty-six years 
ago there was a great revival throughout the 
churches of New England. The chief apostle 
of this movement was Whitfield, who was ably 

brought the trembling people to their knees, 
and painted fearful pictures of lurid Calvinism. 

of Edwards, by Rev. Francis Tiffany. Two re- 
sults followed the preaching of Edwards: Cal- 
vinism was sharpened, and then came a reaction, 

Mr. Titfany 

dox divines were invited to deliver the lecture 

Clay McCaulay finally accepted. He was educa- 

Next came Transcendental- 
Jus- 

tice to his memory would be rendered by David 
The tendency since Mr. Parker's 

decease had been to drop supernatural ideas and 
intuition, clinging only to human reason, acting 

Mr. Francis E. Abbot 
would conclude the course with an essay on the 

A lady writer, some years ago, expressed an 

go to show that she may be mistaken in her 

He was a de-| 

He was a man of active, 
benevolent sympathies, and many personal ex- | nish a less expensive book than the two-volume 
cellences. He was our school and playmate, | English edition, but to give all the most im- , atrium, the colors of the horizontal sections open to criticism, they are still of the greatest 
and no boy was more gentlemanly, generous | portant facts and objects of curious interest to | were so arranged as to produce the effect of , value as suggestions of the old Greek art, and 

He leaves a wife (the daughter | be found in the larger work. | light in the upper portion,where, in reality, iuere | give us in many ways an agreeable and harmo- | 5.1.19 s 

he ee 
lights his cigar again, facéS you, and never in- | Subsequently Miss Hartwicke married a Mr. 

If he has nothing to say he cul-| Thorpe, and resided in Fremont, Indiana. 

raleuse—collected, cool, silent, but giving one 
in front of him the impression that he is ready 
to fire off a volley if he should not chance to 
like your style.” 

ART NOTES. 

Darius Cobb will deliver his two art lectures 
**How shall Boston keep her Art?” and ‘‘Ser- 
vility in Art,” in Union Hall, Boylston street, 

T | March 13th and 20th. 
The first exhibition this season of the Boston 

Art Club closed on Saturday last. Upon anav- 
erage some fifteen hundred people visited the 
rooms daily, and on the closing day the number 
swelled to over four thousand. A larger pro- 
portion of pictures, also, have been sold this 
season than ever before. The charming little 
water-color by Richard Mansfield, “‘ The Der- 
went,” was sold for $25, and ‘‘Forest Leaves 
and Grasses,” by Mrs. Bliss, at the same price. 
Weeks’s ‘‘Carpet Merchant, Cairo,” which was 
valued at $250, and ‘‘Concord 2 Miles,” by Al- 
fred Ordway, valued at $300, were among the 
largest pictures sold; Snowe’s ‘‘Spring Day,” 
one of the smaller landscapes, was purchased at 
$75, and Miss Cranch's ‘‘After the Centennial” 
at $25; C. F. Pearce’s two dainty pictures, 
**Sheep” and ‘‘Morning,” sold at $30; Miss Ba- 
ker'’s ‘‘Chrysanthemums” at $50; and other pic- 
tures at corresponding prices. Altogether, tie 
exhibition was throughout a marked success and 
full of encouragement to the artists. Early in 
the spring a second exhibition may be expected. 

Dr. Schliemann’s wonderful discoverics at 
Mycene are now closed foratime. Inthe rock- 
hewn tombs below the ancient city he has found 
such a rich mass of gold, silver and other orna- 
ments as amply to confirm the legend of Pelops 
and of the treasures that he brought from Asia. 
The most’ curious objects disinterred are the 
golden masks, which appear to have been made 
from casts taken from the faces of the dead. 
At any rate, they fitted closely to the faces of 
the deceased, like the golden breaatplates which 
covered their breasts. The amount of gold dis- 
covered in these tombs exceeds even that found 
at Hissarlik, and most of the objects are en- 
graved with great skill and beauty. Besides 
the Yases, diadems, bracelets, rings, and other 
objects of gold and silver, crysta! cups have 
been met with, together with engraved stones 
and amber beads. The latter point to inter- 
course with the Baltic. The engrayings and 
sculptures display the influence of Assyrian art ; 
but, unfortunately, no vestige of’an inscription 
has been found. It would seem, therefore, that 
the Pheeniciafi alphabet had not yet been intro- 
duced into Greece, and (as already suspect- 
ed) the Cypriote syllabary, which preceded the 
Phrenician alphabet in the islands of the #gean 
and on the coasts of Asia Minor, was unknown 
on the mainland of Greece. However, the 
tombs and the objects discovered in them are 
considered, by competent authorities, not to be 
so old as Dr. Schliemann believes. 

h 

THE HOLIDAY WORLD. 

THE HARVARD CONCERT. 
The seventh Harvard Sympiony Concert. last 

Thursday afternoon, was one of the most de- 
lightful of the season, the programme being as 
follows: Part 1. Overture to Faust, by Spolir; 
recitative and aria from ‘Idomeneo,” sung by 
Miss Nita Gaétano; and pianoforte ‘concerto 

| No. 4,in D-miaor, op. 70, in three movements, 
| moderato, moderato-assai and allegro assat, by 
Rubinstein, played by Carlyle Petersilea. Part 
2 consisted of three songs by Miss Gaétano— 
autumn song by K. Franz, ‘Come into the gar- 
den, Maud,” by O. Dressel, and ‘*Venetian Gon- 

| dolicr’s song,” by Meyerbeer; and a Schumann 
symphony in E-flat, in five movements, virace, 
scherzo, andante, religioso and allegro. Of 
Miss Gaétano’s merits we have before spoken. 
The sweetness and ease with which she sings are 
charming. Upon receiving an encore after the 
three songs, she responded with a swect little 
morceau. Mr. Petersilea’s rendering of the 
| concerto was excellent, the different movements 
| of which were all so delightful one could hardly 
' tell which he liked best. The orchestral selec- 
| tions were allvery fine. Thenext concert takes 
place Thursday, March 1 

PARKER-MEMORIAL ENTERTAINMENTS. 
The Cowper family will again give some choice 

readings and recitations to-murrow (Sunday) 
evening. Mr. John C. Cowper will read selec- 
tions from Dickens’ ‘‘David Copperfield,” to 
open, and with his son Archie, and daughter 
Clara, will continue with numbers from Schiller, 
Prince, Lessing, Hood, and others, partly hu- 
morous, in which all three will appear to ad- 
vantage. These literary entertainments of the 
Cowper family are very delightful. 

At the reading of this family, a month since, 
Mr. J. C. Cowper gave the “Bardell vs. Pick- 
wick” chapter from Dickens with great succu- 
lency, to the delight ot all present, while Miss 
Cowper won universal admiration by the grave- 
fulness and vivacity of her renderings. Mr. 

French writer and delighted in epigrams I 
should say that Grant listens like a loaded mit- 

ings Downer's treatise forms the preface. 

F. B. Sanborn the introduction. The book will 

lished by Mrs. Robinson at her own risk. 

nent public men are given, among them Ciarles 
Sumner, Henry Wilson and Jolin A. Andrew. 

Mr. S. R. Crocker, editor and publisher of 
the Literary World, lias broken down entirely, 
and his physicians have little, if any, hope of 
his recovery. His malady is cerebral, and is 
the direct resnlt of overwork. Mr. Thomas 
Niles, of Roberts Brothers, is temporarily edit- 
ing and managing the World until some other 
arrangement shall be made. Mr. Niles takes a 
deep personal interest in the World; indeed, it 
was at his suggestion that Mr. Crocker started 
it six years ago; and he feels that it is so valu- 
able to publishers, booksellers and readers that 
it must be continued in full vigor. He has al- 
ready arranged for the March number, and is 
evidently resolved that there shall be no diminu- 
tion but rather increasé of value in all its de- 
partments, 

ABOUT-TOWN NOTES. 

MR. SPAULDING'S TENTH LECTURE. 
The wall-paintings of Pompeii, as found in 

its excavated dwellings, was the subject of Mr. 

» SATURDAY, 

The memoir of William §. Robinson, by his | a medallion, a human figure, or group of figures, | lecturer said are not so much 
wife, soon to be issued, will include selections , while the spaces between the panels were dec: | dance itself. 
from his letters and other political writings as | orated in arabesque, or with representations of | 
far back as 1848, with biographical incidents of ‘light and graceful columns, some with two or | 
earlier date, making prominent the leading | three of these columns, or colonettes, resting in | 
political events between 1848 and the close of | the calix of a flower, and supporting in the up- | 
Mr. Robinson's life in 1876. A. II. Bullock and | Per portion a balcony. 
F. W. Bird will contribute reminiscences, and | decorated variously, in arabesque, in festoons, 

The upper section was 

| 
and some with animals. A considerable nuniber 

contain about five hundred pages, and is pub-| of slides representing these walls were aii} 
sented, showing a great variety in these Beauti- 

Forty or fifty biographical sketches of promi- | fu! decorations, though, for the most part, the | 
sauie general plan seenss to have been followed. 

THE ELEVENTH LECTURE. 

The Paintings of the Ancient Greeks and | 
Romans, as seen in the wall-paintings found in 
Rome, Herculaneum and Pompeii, was the sub- | 
ject of Mr. Spaulding’s eleventh lecture. Be- 
ginning with the landscapes, the lecturer re- 
marked that, unlike most of the genre pictures 
and tie representations of heroic and mytho- 
logical subjects, the landscape paintings discov- 
ered in the buried cities of Campania are not 
the reproductions of an older and better art, 
but must be regarded as original works by infe- 
rior and, in many respects, unskillful artists. 
But landscape painting probably never reached 
a high point of exeellence among the ancient 
Greeks and Romans. That enthusiasm for nat- 
ural scenery which inspires modern painting 
equally with modern poetry is, like music, a architect's use by the builder—namely, the 

Be, 

+ 

BRUARY 17, 1877. 

PROF. WARE'S TENTH LECTURE ON *‘ARCHITEC 
TURE.” . 

| tinued his previous topic, in which the differen 
| decorative qualities of various building materials 
and of the treacment characteristic of each had 
been illustrated. Colored marbles and granites, 

In regard 
e last the point was made that rough stone 

plastered over, not cut stone, was the primitive 
| Way of building, and that, although nowadays 
plaster is used as a substitute for stone, some 

plaster and stucco, were spoken of. 
| to thes 

Roman forms of stone-work and of brick-work, 
particularly the opus reticulatum, were really a 
substitute for plaster, being used only to give a 
surface to the concrete of which the main walls 
were composed. ‘The nature of plaster and its 
special methods of workmanship offered special 
decorative opportunities which designers in 
every age had made the most of. Views were 
shown of houses at Pompeii and of a temple in 
Sicily covered with stucco; of the carved plas- 
ter on the ceiling of a Roman tomb, and in the 
Moorish architecture at Seville and Granada; 
and it was mentioned that the stucco capitals of 
the new Trinity church were not cast, but carved 
by hand out of solid blocks. The last of the 
proper elements of design contributed for the 

forms given by the construction—was then con- 

dancers as the 

On Saturday evening last Prof. Ware con- 
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OPEN 

500 PIECES 
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growth of these later centuries. 

lyrics of Tennyson, and that which animate 
the idyls of Theocritus, a wide gulf intervenes 

Spaulding’s tenth lecture on ‘‘Roman Life in 
the First Century.” Before proceeding to the 
main subject he again referred to the Naples 
vase, throwing views of it on the screen so as 
to show the ornamentation—arabesques, masks, 

golden circular base, which was not found with 
the vase, having probably been taken previously 
from the tomb. He proceeded to say that the 

in their original colors and give a more accu- 

in the museum at Naples. These slides have | 

the walls were laid bare by the excavations be- | 
tween 1828 and 1837. The execution of them | 

lectures. 
The subject of antique painting, the lecturer 

Dr. | hands of critics and historians of art. 

‘*Art-Guide to Painting in Italy,” observes that 

and achieved in this line by the Greeks and Ro- 
mans.” Mr. Hillard'’s opinion of the Pompeiian 

drawing, expression and color are so good that 
we are inclined to overstate their excellence, in 
the same way as civilization is more than just 

does justice to the merits of these works of 
art. The Pompeiian painters belonged to a 

to be considered as inferior specimens of a} 

but were filled with genuine artistic feeling. | 

Greek world. 

these mural paintings, Mr. Spaulding gave an | ‘ 

sizing on a dry ground), and of the abandon- 

amination of the old wall surfaces in the Pom- 
peiian houses, and of the colors laid upon them, | Visible forms.’ 
His conclusion that nearly all the pictures were | Putiy 
painted in fine fresco (i.e., with water-colors that there are many kinds of natural scenery, | attempting to give any account of the internal 
laid upon the fresh and moist plaster), both in such, tur example, as that which is composed of arrangement. This difference was something 
the ground colors and also in the figures and the shining sea and air-empurpled hills in the | like the difference between the Icalian and Ger- 

ence before him. 
IN GENERAL. 

Miss Susan A. Dodge, of Providence, a new 
}vandidate for favor as a reader, gave select | 
readings on Wednesday evening in the Lyceum 
| course at Lexington, greatly to the enjoyment 
|of a large and attentive audience. This was 
| Miss Dodge's first appearance before a public 
| audience in this vicinity. Her talent is of no | 
ordinary type, her manners exceedingly grace- 

| ful, and as a delineator of character superior. 
| 
| LITERARY NOTES. 
| 1 
| J. R. Osgood & Co, have published the third | 
| volume of Wilson’s ‘‘Rise and Fall of the Slave | a 
| Power in America.” 
} The “Autobiography and Memoir of Harriet 
Martineau” will be published by Osgood & Co. 
speedily. The autobiographical part was brought 

| down to 1856 by Miss Martineau, and the me- | 
| moir since that time has been written by Mrs. 
| Maria W. Chapman, of Weymouth, an old ac- 
| quaintance and long-time correspondent of Miss 
| Martineau. | 

Rand, Avery & Co., of this city, printed for 
& Co. their edition of Tennyson’s | Osgood 

| “Harold"—a 16mo volume of 170 pages—prob- 
| wly quicker than any other book on record. 
|/QOn a Monday, at 8 A. M., the sheets were 
| placed in the printers’ hands, and on Tuesday | 
| afternoon at 2.30 the book was printed, stitched, 
| bound, and ready to send out to the booksellers. | 

Harper & Brothers led the van in the list of 
“the most successful publications of the last holi- | 

| “Rime of the Ancient Mariner,” for ‘‘Macau- 
lay’s Life and Letters,” for the “Farm Ballads,” | 

/and the *‘Boys of ‘76," that the manufacture of 
the books could not keep pace with the demand, 

, and the publishers lost the sale of thousands of 
copies simply because they could not be had. 

Messrs. Scribner, Armstrong & Co. will soon 

Charles Kingsley,” written by his wife. It will 

‘of “The Three Fishers,” as well as a portrait 
aud several wood-cuts. The purpose is to fur- | 

i 

“Curfew must not ring to-night,” a poem con- 
cerning whose authorship many inquiries have 

It was written by Miss Rosa 
| Hartwicke, who then resided at Litchfield, Mich. 

Three or four years ago she published a volume 
of poems under her married name, in which 
‘“Curfew” was included. Mrs. Thorpe is now 
a resident of Michigan. 

painter. 
‘thicker than that now used, but was also made and, in studying tue remains of their paintings “topping out buttresses, piers, towers, etc., in an 
| of several layers of sand-mortar and marble- which have come down to us, remember that appropriate manner; the importance to an ex- lea in Boston, which we shall cut tn lengths 

|to suit, as we desire that every customer 
} | may be able to see and know how cheap | From Eddy’s best goods 

|the layer underneath was dry. ‘iad tite 

surface was prepared which would retain the | sented, 
inoisture for a long period and enable the artist | created them embodiments of different phases design harmonious in scale and character of 

| of the Vatican. 
lthose men of the Roman world who adorned the hair of quadrupeds, feathers of birds, glassy, 

artists. 
|all art had fallen far below the divine heights greater poetic feeling with which even the 

d been reached under the master- | smallest works of this class by the best of the 
Dutch and French schools are transtused. 
jects which relate to cookery, and are borrowed New Number, $#9). Funeral Flowers and Decora- 

|which ha 
| artists of ancient Greece, but they felt the influ- 
ence of grand artistic traditions. 
The topic of the lecture was then taken up, from the kitchen and store-room, are the most. tions a Specialty. 

| artists had full play, creating artificial yet 
| ways pleasing realms, as delightful as any which colored views representing this class of subjects. 

The old stucco was not only much 

and earnestness by Pro-| 

lways been the greatest ornamentists. In 

| the Pompeiian houses with such charming and and slimy skin of fishes, et 
‘varied compositions as in every respect true tween these works and similar pictures painted 

They lived, it is true, in a time when by m sdern artists is seen ia the direction of the 

namely, the purely decorative and ornamental common. 

parts of these wall-paintings. These, the lec- humorous treatment of nature never#hought of. 

turer said, constituce an ideal world by itself, The charming navceté of still-life in our modern erences, would accept a few engagements to visit| These are quite new, and are the coming 
| in which the fertile and capricious fancy of the att is : t 

al- This point was further illustrated by plain and *!ring such entertainment. 

the poet's mind calls into existence. Not only 

strange.” 

hand, the artists apparently inventing their mo- amphitheater and its 
tives aathey went along. The wall was Jivided trace of Greek influence, and may be regarded , 

é : é : |into different sections, both horizontally and as peculiarly native productions. The larger scriber will take into her home a limited number of 
after a protracted sickness. Mr. Tileston was publish an abridged edition of the “Life of | vertically, so that while the room appeared clss of genre scenes are Hellenistic, both in | joys. to whom she will give motherly care and faith- 

longer and higher than it really was, an effect subject and treatment; lovely reminiscences of | fulteaching. Especial effort will be made to educate 

was produced of simple unity iu the general old masterpieces. 
The ings we see the power of execution falling be- plan and rich variety in the several parts. 

rooms being lighted only from the peristyle and , low tne power of conception. : 
the opening over the central portion of the many respects the Campanian wall-pictures are groual, and has sunny, pleasant rooms. There are 

was the least. The lower, the narrowest, cailed 
the dado, was painted black and decorated yith 

producing the effect of light in that portion of | —# female figure picking flowers (possibly the | 
suggestion of Bulwer's ‘‘Nydia”), and two of the | 
famous and lovely dancing-figures, which the 

| 
the room. The panels for the most part were | 
decorated in the center with an animal, a plant, 

for natural beauty. 

pictures was quoted, to the effect that ‘the | © 
Bay of Naples. 

to the poetry and eloquence of savage tribes.” Site for the creation of landscape art. 
This comparison, the lecturer thought, hardly | #400, in his learned work just published, “Die 

Landsch ift in der Kunst der Alten Volker,” 
says: 

spective 
grand art which but for them would be almost | #5¢ 
unknown to us. They suggest an excellence | he simplest rules of linear and aérial perspec: | Ject of the lecture, the principles of architect- 

not only superior knowledge and skill as artists, | being determined by the prevailing colors of the 
' wall decorations and backgrounds, is generally 

execution, and may be said to consist in vague | indulge in, 
reminiscences of the masterpieces of the old | otity of these landscapes to modern paintings 

jis the inability of the ancient artist to catch and 

Proceeding next to consider the technique of |! 

ture which tl 

songs of Goethe and the meditative poems o 
Wordsworth from the classical poetry of the 
Augustan age. ‘The classic spirit,” says Mr 
John Adding Symonds, ‘*was adverse to enthu- 

Nothing evoked sym- siasm for mere nature. 
and unde, the handles animals and genii, in re- | pathy from a Greek unless it appeared before 

lief, and said it was illustrative of the Bacchic him in human shape, or connected with some 
decorations, and that it probably stood in a | human sentiment.” It is, therefore, to the 

: | mythology of the ancients rather than to their 
paintings that we are to look for their passion 

Whether we accept or re- 

colored slides used, show these wall- paintings {ject the theory of the physical origin of the 
Aryan myths, we cannot help recognizing the 

rate idea of the appearance of these ancient fact that in the myth, and not onthe canvas, the 
pictures than is afforded. by the faded frescoes | @ucient Greeks and Romans embodied their 

views of the poetic aspects of nature. That is 
been prepared with great care and with fidelity | when it has passed through what Emerson calls 
to the colors as copied by Zahn when many of | the ‘‘alembic of the mind.” In the remarkable 

| paintings which have recently come to light 
from the excavations on the Esquiline hill in 

by Mr. C. W. Briggs of Philadelphia is admir- | Rome, that ERRECREDS various: eiiterad from the | construction; while in England, on the con- 
able and artistic, and the introduction of such cycle of myths relating to the Trojan settlement | 
copies of important paintings, so thrown upon | of Lavinium and the founding of Rome on the 
the screen as to reproduce all the original col- | Palatine, 
ors, is a new and interesting feature of these | b¢nks the events occurred which are thus pic- 

torially narrated, all poricayed as river gods. | 
The smaller rivers are indicated by the reed 

we see the different streams on whose 

said, has received only a cursory notice at the | held in the hands of the reclining deity, while 
old Father Tiber holds a huge oar to denote the 

Jacob Burkhardt, in the opening chapter of his | deeper and navigable stream. 
Nothing is so surprising to those who forget 

“the remains which exist of the’paintings of the | the radical difference between the ancient and 
ancients, though mere fragments, are yet sufli- | the modern feeling for natural scenery as the 
cient to give some idea of what was attempted | Utter fuilure of the artists who adorned the ele- 

gant Pompeiaa mansions with such a pleasing 
| variety of pictures to represent the matchless 

harms of the landscapes on the shores of the 

Woer- 

“There is not a single antique landscape 
race of arcists, and their productions are rather ;!9 which we can find a thoroughly correct per- 

in the design of the artist.” These 
tient landscape painters violate continually 

which they fail to express. ‘Their creators had | tive, while the use of color in their landscapes, | ural Composition, or the considerations by which 
‘ , | the architect is influenced in combining and ar- 

The conception in their pictures rises above the | #8 Unnatural as the most capricious fancy could | from the study and observation of nature, of 
But the chief cause of the inferi- 

iterpret the subtle beauty of nature’s ever- 
moods. Whether it be true or not hanzing 

account of the theory formerly held that they that ‘we mo jerns are all pantheists, worship- 
were done in distemper (colors in water and) PTs of God in nature, convinced of the omni- 

presence of the informing mind,” it is unques- | strengthened; 
ment of this theory since 1868, by reason of | tionable that, from the times of Titian to our) expression of weight, strength and conflicting 
researches made by Herr Otto Downer, a Ger- | OW8, artists have more and more studied that | foree be made the most of; and a distinctive 
man artist, who has spent much time in the ex- language which nature speaks to those who in| architectural character be obtained either by 

true love of her do *thold commanion with her | recognizing in the external composition all the 
’ Indeed, so profound is chis sym- 

f man with nature in our modern life, 

ornaments, is now accepted by all competent , midst of which the city of Athens stands, with man schools of music, and corresponded in the | , 
critics. Overbeck, in the latest edition of his | its temple-crowned Acropolis, which we fecl | main with that between the ancient and the 
work on Pompeii, acknowledges the error of | transcen ls the power of the painter to repro- | mediawval taste in design, the former being in 
the view which he had previously advocated, duce, and we are forced to say, with one of the harmony with the arrangements of form in the 
and declares that Downer has settled the ques- | Most eiequeat of our modern prose-poets, that | animal kingdom, where’ an external symmetry 
tion for all time. This is also Helbig’s opinion, | ‘‘ooly the passion of orchestras, the fire-flight gives no hint of the irregularity of the internal 
of whose book on the Campanian wall-paint- of the last movement of the C-minor symphony, | economy. 

The | can, in the realms of art, give utterance to the | ern architectural design are common to all 
Archie C. Cowper exhibited the force and con- | secret of Downer’s discovery lics in his finding spirit of scenes like this.” 
ception of a studious, well-poised recitationist | oy¢ the difference between ancient and modern 
determined to carry the judgments of the audi- methods of preparing the wall-surface for the | landscape painting fur the interpretation of na- every portion of a design, giving, for instance, 

And so we must look elsewhere than to their 

e artistic Greeks have given us; 

mortar, each one of which was put on before ; many of the mythological scenes, in which our) pression of repose and good order of keeping 
In this way a. interest centers in the human personages repre: | horizontal and vertical lines unbroken; of 

1, were to those whose lively imaginations 

to continue his work on the same wall for sev-|of nature’s exiaustless beauty, giving them) line, irrespective of the style used, several 
eral days. The fitness of the fresco, such as | ‘‘sight of Proteus rising from the sea, 
was practised at Pompeii, for rendering all the | ting them hear ‘oid Triton blow his wreathéd | ent styles were harmoniously employed; and 

” or let- 

greater qualities of ideal art has been dwelt horn.” 
upon with force 
| fessor Moody in his art-lectures at the South illustrated by views thrown upon the screen, the by a large number of views, most of which had 

Proceeding from the landscapes, which were 

Kensington Museum. The greatest artists have lecturer next spoke of the pictures of animals not before been shown. 
and still-life. This class of subjects is well 

proof of this it is only necessary to refer to the represented in the Campanian wall-printings, 
work of Michael Angelo in the Sistine chapel and, as a rule, the execution is admirable, Not 

. . . Hy « ie y 2 ive st ' > > i o s : jand that of Raphael in the Loggie and Stanze only is the plastic type given, but the peculiar | iyity that many are deterred from seeking it. W 
We are, therefore, to think of | appearance of the external surfaces of animals, have now in stock a large assortment of CHOICE 

c. The contrast be- 

Sub- 

Flowers were rarely painted, acd a 

wholly lacking in these ancient paintings. 

Of the genre paintings, the lecturer said we 

its surroundings—show no 

In this whole class of paint- 

Hence, while ia 

nious impression of Greek genius. 
Numerous examples of genre pictures were 

plants or flowers; the second, broadest section, thrown upon the screen and their characteristic 
was divided into panels, not sunk as in our excellences pointed out by the jecturer. Among ings.etc. The Stage is completely farnished for Dra- 
doors, but painted so as to have the effect of ; the colored illustrations used were views of matic Entertainments. and provided with spacious 
panels, in lighter colors, blue, red or yellow, Centaurs carrying Satyrs and Bacchantes—float- 
while the ground of the upper section, a sort of ing Bacchic figures—a single head representing 5). coating 
entablature, less in width than the panels but | 4 aiden holding a pugillaris in one hand and may be exgaged for Sunday Religious Services. For 
broader than the dado, was painted white, thus | with the other touching her lips with the stylus terms and further particulars please apply at the 

Between the 
love of nature, which finds expression in the 

and a chasm wider still separates the niystic 

The key to this mystery is | 
simply that these painters lacked both the tech- 
nical skill and the inner feeling which are requi- 

sidered, showing how these forms also present 
hints of decorative qualities. Illustrations were 
given of various wooden buildings, Swiss cot- 
tages, timber roofs and half-timbered houses, 
showing how the decoration sprang naturally 
from the modes of construction germane to the 
material. The stone architecture of the Egyp- 
tians, Assyrians and Greeks did not employ a 
characteristic stone construction; since it only 
followed the traditions and methods of the con- 
struction in wood or unbaked bricks that had 
preceded. It was not till the invention of the 
arch and vault that a mode of construction arose 
truly characteristic of stone, one in which the 
material was subjected to forces of compression 
alone. Different methods of vaulting was then 
explained. The Roman vaulting was illustrated 
with a view of the great hall in the baths of 
Diocletian, now the church of Sta. Maria degli 
Angeli, at Rome, and the difference between 
this and the mediwval methods, and between 
the French and English systems, illustrated by 
a diagram. Down to the! period of the latest 

}and richest development of the Gothic style 
the French vaults always remain of the simplest 

j 
; 

f 

trary, the goring grew more and more and more 
| complicated and ornate as the style advanced. 
The reason of this lay in the fact that the French 
way of filling in the spaces between the vaulting 

| ribs was just as easy to carry out in large spaces 
{as in small ones; whereas the English method, 
| although well adapted to small spaces, was im- 
| practicable on a large scale; the English archi- 
| tect, therefore, in large work had to introduce 
| new ribs to divide vaults, and hence arose the 
| highly ornate vaultings of the decorated and 
| perpendicular styles, culminating in the fan- 
| vaulting, of which the latest and richest exan}- 
ple is found in Henry VII.’s chapel. 

PROF. WARE’S ELEVENIH LECTURE. 

After a review of the previous lecture, with 
additional illustrations in regard to stucco work, 
the notion of its being a primitive building ma- 
terial, for which cut-stone is often merely a 
substitute, being enforced by examples from 

| Winchester cathedral, from Verice, and the 
| mosque of Cordova, and from the Greek tein- 
| ples--the system of polychromy being thus 
| rendered more intelligible, considered as a tra- 
j dition from an age of plaster—the special sub- 

| ranging the various elements of design derived 

abstract form, and of the building art, was en- 
tered upon. The ideas derived from the ob- 
servation of constructive forms, and of their 

| effectiveness in design, were thus enumerated: 
| That the solids should be placed over solids, 
/and voids over voids; the work become lighter 
land niore Open as it rises; cornices should be 

vistas be obtained within; the 

separate features of the plan, or by adopting a 
treatment of suitable general character without 

The other considerations that gov- 

| branches of art, not peculiar to building. These 
are the good effect of satisfactorily terminating 

a special feature at each end of a fagade, and 
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Either book mailed, post-free, for Retail price. 

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON. 
feblo tf 

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT. 

Our Present Prices the Lowest. 
Asa sample of our bargaius we now offer the best 

ENGLISH ELYSIAN OVERCOATS, made to order, 
for $30, nicely made and trimmed. SUITS made to 
measure, from the be: t styles of winter weight Amer- 
ican goods, for $25 to $30. 

fine CAMBRIC and NAINSOOK 

keeping the treatment of different portions of a 

buildings being shown in which entirely differ- 

of giving some one feature a dominant impor- 
tance. These and other points were illustrated 

BUSINESS NOTICES. 

FRESCH BRANDY is so difficult to obtain in its 
<I c@ 

FRENCH BRANDIES Which we guarantee as strictly 
pure, and to the low price of which we invite par- 

JAMES DINGLEY & Co, 
1S Milk street. 

SPECIAL NOTICES. 

WILLIAM DOOGUE, FLORIST, FLORAL 
PLACB GREENHOUSES, 679 WASHINGTON STREET 

ticular attention. 

tf augli 

TO INVALIDS AND OTHERS.—A lady | 
vocalist, of first-class abilities, with the best of ref: | 

‘ | | private residences to sing to invalids, or others, de- 
Address X. Y. Z., at the 

Commonwealth office. Boston. tf jan20 

FAMILY AND DAY SCHOOL.—Mrs. and 

of their Schoo] for Children, at their residence, 9 
| Weld avenue, Egleston square, in which pupils will 
' be taught. in most careful manner, English, French, 
German and Music. Particular attention given to 

Day School, $10 a quarter. 3t feblo 

HOME SCHOOL FOR BOYS.—The sub- 

the heart as well as the head, and to guide the pupils 
in the formation of true character. For timid or 
backward boys this is an uhusual opportunity, The 
location is very healthful. The house is on high 

twenty acres of land, one mile from depot and vil- | 
lage. and eight from Boston. For reference and | 
terms aidress Mrs. J.W. MUNROE, Waverley, Mass. 

4t 

THE UNION HALL, 18 BOYLSTON ST. 
This new and beantiful Hall may be hired for Con- 

certs, Lectures, Eatertainments, Matinees, Public Meet- 

Dressing Rooms. Several new scenes have recently 
been added. Also the Franklin Hall,on the same 

about one hundred and twenty-five, 

| Rooms of the Boston Young Men’s Christian Union, 
18 Boylston street. 

our departments. 

37 AND 39 TEMPLE PLACE. 

HAMBURGS, the cheapest goods ever offer- | 

| 
ae We are still offering cheap lots of goods in all 

EF CUSHMAN, 

febl7 

“Shepard, Norwell. & Go. 

ais oi: 

NEW.’ 

FRINGED VEILS, | 

—AT— 

| } 

| | | 

$1.25 and upwards. 

Spring fashion. We offer them at very low 
prices, having secured a lot of Fringes at 
least 40 per cent. below the market value 
to-day. 

SHEPARD, NORWELL & CO,, 

Winter Street. 
t 

$5 

is the price of Trousers MADE TO MEASURE 

from choice of one hundred styles in Cassi- 

febl7 

meres, Suitings and Doeskins. 

PANTALOONS, 
From Franklin Mills, All-Wool goods... 
From Rhode Island Mills. All-Wool goor 
From Harris’ best goods. 
From superior Silk and Wool goods.........00.-2.$ 
From our best London and American goods..... 

Cloth by the yard at corresponding prices. 

L. D. BOISE & SON, 

TAILORS. 

345 Washington Street, 
febs BOSTON, 

WILLIAM TUFTS, 
TREMONT STREET, 

(NEW ODD-FELLOWS’ BUILDING ) 
CATERS, on the shortest notice and at reasonable 
rates, for 
Public or Private Parties, 

arge or small. Every requisite turbished from Tabl 
o Dessert, with experienced waiters to attend. 

WEDDING CAKE 
supplied, of the richest quality, got up in handsom 

tf 

style. Superior Ice-Creams, Cake and Con= 
fectionery, of all sorts. oct28 

: ENTERTAINMENTS. 

PARKER-MEMORIAL. 
Corner Berkeley and Appleton Streets. 

Sunday Eve’g, Feb. 14, 1877, at 7 1-2 o’clock. 
JOHN C. COWPER, 

(Tragedian and Elocutionist,) 
ARCHIE C. COWPER, and 

- CLARA C. COWPER, 
ina GRAND LITERARY ENTERTAINMENT. Mr. J.C. 
Cowper will read selections from Dickens’ David 
Copperfield,” and the family co. tinue in a programme 
made up from leading »wuthors of world-wide fame, 
Tickets 25 cents.—At Ditson’s and the door. 

LECTURES ON 
ANCIENT ROME AND POMPEII. 

By request of many persons who were unable to 
gain admittance to the Lowell Institute, the Rev. 
HENRY G. SPAULDING will give the substance of 
his Course on “Roman Life in the First Century,” in 
SIX SATURDAY AFTERNOON Lectures in the 
UNION HALL, Boylston street, commencing Febru- 
ary 2th. The lectures will be very fully illustrated 
by the Stereopticon. 
Tickets to the Course at Two Dollars, with reserved 

seats. may be had on and after Thursday, Feb. 15th, ta 
9 A.M., at Lock woop, Brooks & CO.S, 351 Washing- 
ton street. 2t feblo 

LEGAL NOTICES. => 

ORTGAGEE'S SALE —To Etta Prvory, 
TWO HUNDRED ORDERS 

A DAY 

is the number required in the Custom Room to 

sustain the new movement. 
To-day’s orders will be delivered March 3d. 

NO SAMPLES SENT. 

OAK HALL, 

32 to 38 North street. WM. H. BALDWIN, President. 
H. H. SPRAGUE, Secretary. 4t = feb3 febli 1t 

N the mortgageor. an’ supposed owner of the fee 
}and all other persons intere-ted in said mortgaged 
| premises. By virtue of the power of sa'e, and for 
| breach of the conditions pamed in a certain mortgage 
deed. given by Ella Pingry toJames W. Converse, dat- 
ed August 4, 1876, and recorded in Lib. 1347, folio 83, 
Suffolk Registry, will be sold by public auction in Bos- 
ton, at the office of Barnes & Carter,on MONDAY, 
March 5th, 1877, at nine o’clock, A.M., all and singu- 
Jar, the premises conveyed by said mortgage-deed, 
viz: A certain parcel «f land with all the buildings 
thereon, situated in Boston, described as follows, via: 
Beginning at the corner of Dale street and shawmut 
avenue, now called Washington street; thence south - 
westerly by said Shawmut avenue, ninety and 15-100 
feet; thence southeasterly by land now or late of 
Merriam. ninéty-tour feet; northeasterly by land of 
Calvin Bird, eighty-six acd 61-l00feet; thence north- 
wester.y by Dale street, seventy-one and 31-100 feet, 
to the point of begiuning. These premises are con- 
veyel -ubjeet to four mortgages, amounting to $15,000, 
=e — eeower'g na taxeson the same. Terms 
at time ce of sale. 

Pe MES W. CONVERSE, M 
Bostow, Feb. 13, 1877. u 7 
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